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TRANSLATION  OF  THE  STATEMENT  BY  TUKES:  

TUKES            REPLY      1(1)  
The  Finnish  Safety  and    
Chemicals  Agency  
  
Cellule  de  coordination  du  réseau  des  European  Geoparks  
Reserve  Géologique  de  Haute  Provence  
B.P  156  
O4005  DIGNE  LES  BAINS-‐  Cedex  
FRANCE  
  

Statement  by  the  Safety  and  Chemicals  Agency  concerning  the  Geopark  planned  for  the  Inari  and  Sodankylä  
region.  
  

The  Finnish  Safety  and  Chemicals  Agency  (Tukes)  supervises  and  promotes  the  technical  safety  and  

conformity,  together  with  the  consumer  and  chemicals  safety  in  Finland.  Our  goal  is  a  safe,  reliable  and  

ecologically  sustainable  society.  We  supervise  products,  services  and  production  systems  in  our  branches,  

and  enforce  the  relevant  legislation.  The  purpose  of  our  operation  is  to  protect  people,  property  and  the  

environment  from  any  safety  risks.  

  

In  connection  with  gold  prospecting,  starting  from  July  2011,  Tukes  has  acted  as  the  permit  and  control  

authority  as  laid  down  in  the  new  Mining  Act  (621/2011).  Tukes  makes  decisions  about  rights  and  permits  

according  to  the  Mining  Act  and  maintains  a  Register  of  Mines.  Tukes  monitors  the  activities  by  way  of  

reports  according  to  the  Mining  Act,  by  performing  enquiries,  by  control  inspections  and  based  on  the  

initiatives  of  the  various  parties.  

  

There  is  active  gold  excavating  activity  within  the  region  of  the  Golden  Geopark  of  Lapland,  which  is  

applying  for  membership  to  the  Geopark  network.  Gold  prospecting  is  a  traditional  local  livelihood  and  the  

Mining  Act  places  certain  requirements  on  this  activity.  

  

It  is  the  task  of  Tukes  to  grant  and  monitor  the  mining  rights  of  gold  and  other  minerals  within  the  area  in  

question.  The  prospecting  for  gold  and  other  minerals  within  the  region  is  always  based  on  permits  and  the  

activities  are  monitored.  There  has  been  gold  prospecting  in  the  area  for  nearly  150  years.  There  are  

around  250  (10/2014)  gold  panning  claims  in  force  in  Finland.  The  greatest  number  of  gold  panning  claims  

are  in  the  municipality  of  Inari  in  the  region  of  the  River  Ivalojoki  and  its  tributaries.  There  are  also  gold  

panning  claims  in  Lemmenjoki  National  Park  and  in  the  municipalities  of  Sodankylä  and  Salla.  

  

Terho  Liikamaa  

Chief  Inspector  of  Mines,  Head  of  Unit  

  

Pasi  Molkoselkä  

Senior  Adviser     
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2. SELF-EVALUATION DOCUMENT



0. OTSIKKO MUSTALLA SIVULLA
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Category Weighting Self-
assessment

(%)

I Geology and 
Landscape

1.1 Territory 5 48,5
1.2 Geoconservation 20 160

1.3 Natural and Cultural 
Heritage 10 100

II. Management 
Structure 25 193,75

III
Interpretation and 
Environmental 
Education

15 111

IV Geotourism 15 138

V
Sustainable Regional 
Economic 
Development

10 84

Total 100 835,25

Name Position Date

Signature

Name Position Date

Signature

Application Overview

EVALUATORS VERIFICATION
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Marks available Self Assessment

1.
1.1

20 “Geosites”  or more 100
40 “Geosites”  or more 200 200
Maximum Total 200 200

2

2.1 100 70

2.2 100 100

2.3 100 100

Maximum Total 300 270
3

3.1

5-10 40
10-20 80
20 or more 120 120

3.2 > 25 % 40
3.3 > 25 % 40
3.4 > 25 % 40 40
3.5 40 40

Maximum Total 200 200
4

4.1 300 300
4.2 200
4.3 100

4.4 50

Maximum Total 300 300

Territory Subtotal Maximum points Self Assessment

1000 970

Relationship to existing Geoparks (select one from the following options)
There is no comparison with any other existing Geopark within GGN

List of “Geosites” located within territory identified for use (Please provide a geosite list)

 TERRITORY
Geosite list

I. Geology and Landscape
1.1 Territory

How many clearly defined rock types are represented in your area? (10 points each, maximum 100 points). 
(Please provide a list)

Geodiversity

There is another Geopark within GGN with comparable geology or infrastructure in the same country’s 
geographical Region (Clarification in time and distance)

Non-Geological Sites used by the Geopark (intergraded in Geoparks activities) 
Geosites used for Geotourism (Please provide a list)
Geosites used for Education (Please provide a list)
Geosites of Scientific Importance (Please provide a list)

There is another Geopark within GGN with comparable geology.
There is another Geopark within GGN with comparable geology or infrastructure in the same country.

Public Interpretation of the Geopark’s sites of interest
Number of sites with public Interpretation (trails, interpretation panels or leaflets) (Please provide a list)

How many distinct geological or geomorphological features are present within your area? (Please provide a list) 
(10 points each, maximum 100 points).

How many geological periods are represented in your area? (10 points each, maximum 100 points). (Please 
provide a list)
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Marks available Self Assessment Evaluators' 
Estimate

1

1.1 160 100

1.2 100 100

1.3 100 100

1.4 50 50
1.5 50 50

Maximum Total 300 300 0

2

2.1 300
2.2 150 150
2.3 150

Maximum Total 300 150 0

3

3.1 100

3.2 50 50
3.3 60 60
3.4 40

3.5 40 40

Maximum Total 200 150 0

4

4.1 60 60
4.2 70 70
4.3 70 70

Maximum Total 200 200 0

Geoconservation 
Subtotal Maximum points Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate

1000 800 0

General announcement of regulations against misuse and damage for the entire Geopark area
Announcement of regulations against misuse and damage at individual sites of the Geopark

Prohibition of destroying and removing parts of the geological heritage.

How are the geosites protected against misuse and damage?

II. Geology and Landscape
1.2 GEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION

Do you have a geosites map for the Geopark? (Give a list and justification)

At least 20 geosites of educational interest and used by schools and universities. (Give a list and justification)

Do you have a geosites database for the Geopark? (Give a list and justification)

At least one geosite of international significance geology and geomorphology. (100 for each).         (Give a list and 
justification) 

At least five geosites of national significance (Give a list and justification)

Inventory and significance of Geosites can be found in your area (SELF AWARDED total cannot 
exceed 300).

Strategy and legislation to protect against damage of geological sites and features  (one answer 
only) 
The entire territory has legal protection because of it’s geological values.
Part of the area is protected by law for its geological interest. (please refer to which part and why)

Use of observation posts, guarding and patrolling by wardens
Provision for enforcement of regulations (no digging and collection) in website, flyers, etc.
Offering collecting of geological specimens under supervision at selected sites (clarification) 

Protective measures (preparation, sealing to avoid natural degradation)  (Please give details)
Conservation measures  (Please give details)
Regular maintenance and cleaning. (Please give details. How often are they checked?)

What measures are carried out to protect geosites and infrastructure against damage and 
natural degradation?
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Marks available Self Assessment Evaluators' 
Estimate

1

1.1 300

1.2 200 200

1.3 200 200

1.4 100 100

1.5 50

Maximum Total 300 300 0

2

2.1 300

2.2 200 200
2.3 200 200
2.4 100 100
2.5 50

Maximum Total 300 300 0

3

3.1 100 100
3.2 100 100
3.3 100 100

3.4 100 100

Maximum Total 400 400 0

Natural and Cultural 
Heritage Subtotal Maximum points Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate
1000 1000 0

Total Points Awarded 
For Section I: Geology 

and Landscape
Maximum points Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate

3000 2770 0

Interpretation (Please give details)
Education programmes (Please give details)
Communication (Please give details)

Promotion of the links between Geological Heritage sites and the existing Natural and cultural sites within the 
Geopark (Prove with examples) (Please give details)

World Heritage Site in part of the Geopark territory (Cultural or Mixed) (Please give a list and justification)

Other International Designation in part of the Geopark territory (Please give a list and justification)

National designation in part of the Geopark territory (Please give a list and justification)

Regional designation in part of the Geopark territory (Please give a list and justification)

World Heritage Site (Natural or Mixed) (Please give a list and justification)

Other International Designation in part of the Geopark territory (MAB = 200, Ramsar wetland = 200, Other = 100) 
(Please give a list and justification)

Natural Rank (SELF AWARDED total cannot exceed 300).

Regional designation in part of the Geopark territory (Please give a list and justification)

Promotion and maintenance of Natural and Cultural Heritage

National designation in part of the Geopark territory (Please give a list and justification)

Local designation in part of the Geopark territory (Please give a list and justification)

IΙI. Geology and Landscape
1.3 Natural and Cultural Heritage

Cultural Rank (SELF AWARDED total cannot exceed 300).

Local designation in part of the Geopark territory (Please give a list and justification)
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Marks 
available Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate

1

1.1 50 50

1.2 50 50

1.3 50 50

1.4 50 50

Maximum Total 200 200 0

2

2.1
40

40

3

3.1 10 10
3.2 10 10
3.3 10 10
3.4 10 10
3.5 10 10
3.6 10 10
3.7 Regional products (agrotourism) 10 10
3.8 10 10
3.9 10 10

3.10 10
3.11 20 20
3.12 20
3.13

Geology 5 5
Landscape protection 5 5
Tourism “geotourism” 5 5
Agriculture and forestry 5 5

3.14 10 10

Maximum Total 200 180 0

4

50

Maximum Total 50 0 0

5

5.1 25 25
5.2 20 20

5.3
15

15

5.4 10 10
5.5 10 10

Maximum Total 80 80 0

6

6.1 20 20
6.2 10 10
6.3 10

Maximum Total 20 20 0

7

7.1 100
7.2 50
7.3 20

Maximum Total 100 0 0

8

8.1
40

Do you have targets for the following goals? (Identify specific goals)

IΙ. MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

Is the Geopark staff employed directly or indirectly by Geopark partners? (Please elaborate)

An independently administered budget (Please give details)

Does the Geopark has a clear and well defined boundary? (Please give details)

Does the Geopark have well defined and effective management structure able to take and implement decisions to 
enhance protection of Geological Heritage and promote sustainable regional development for the Geopark area? 
(Please give details)

How is the Applicants management structure organised?

Does a management or Master Plan exist? 

Management or Master Plan exists (not older than 10 years) (You should refer to the main components in 
accompanying documentation)

Earth Heritage (Geosite and Landscape).

Master Plan Components  - What components does it include?

Marketing strategy

Local development
Education activities 

Community links
Funding

Definition of areas which will be the focus of tourism development 
Definition of areas where no tourism is allowed, (with focus on protection and research) 

Measures taken to regulate and reduce traffic (restricted access, central parking lots, traffic guiding system, 
signposting etc.)

Environmental friendly hiking path system 
Clearly defined cycle or other trails such as bridleways or river trails.

Strategy exists (not older than 10 years) (You should refer to the main components in accompanying 
documentation)

Does your Application have a Marketing Strategy 

Analysis of local/regional development potentials

Links between Natural and Cultural Heritage

Strength and Weakness Analysis of Management and administration
An audit of the geological and other resources

Tourism development (infrastructure and activities)

Other  Natural and Cultural Heritage

Are there any initiatives or working groups who discuss promotion of natural and cultural 
heritage
Regular "Working Group" meetings on specific topics 
Individual cooperation and contracts between Applicant, tourist organisations and other interest groups

Geopark should protect its geological heritage and create sustainable geotourism. What has 
been done to fulfil this duty? 

International awards (name and date of award)
National awards (name and date of award)
Other (e.g. from industry) (name and date of award)

Other regular activities, not described by the answers above.

Has your geopark area received any awards or other formal recognition for its activities in the 
fields of geodiversity, conservation or sustainable geo-tourism during the last five years? (SELF 
AWARDED total cannot exceed 100)

At least one person with a degree in geosciences or other related discipline in the permanent staff (employed 
directly) (Add 10 points for each geoscientist).

Are competent geological and scientific experts available to promote further research work on a 
scientific basis? (SELF AWARDED total cannot exceed 150)
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8.2
20

20

8.3 10

8.4
20

20

8.5

15 15

10 10

5 5
8.6

5
10 10

8.7 5 5
8.8 5 5
8.9 5 5

Maximum Total 150 95 0

9

9.1 100 100
9.2 80 80

9.3
40

40

9.4 40 40

9.5
40

40

Maximum Total 200 200 0

Total Points Awarded 
For Section II: 

Management Structure

Maximum 
points Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate

1000 775 0

> 5
Does a marketing expert exist? If not who does the work?
Does a press office exist? If not who does the work?

At least five people with a degree in geosciences or other related discipline on the staff of the Applicant (employed 
by partner)
Do additional experts exist in the permanent staff (e.g. biologists) 

Regular and formal joint activity with at least one scientific institution (University, National Geological Survey) 

Amateurs available from local community 
How many different scientific disciplines are in the expert network

Museum within the area of Application managed by yourself or a partner in your organization 

< 5

Persons with scientific background in geosciences 
Persons with experience in geosciences 

Regular consulting is maintained by:

Information Centre within the area of Application

‘Info-kiosks' or other 'local information points' within the area carry information about the Applicant and its aims 
and work

Information panels within the area 

Geological Trails within the area of Applicant, which the Applicant has developed or been involved in developing

Are staff members available to run field trips/guided walks?

Does your Applicant area have the following Infrastructure
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Marks 
available Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate

1

1.1 50 50
1.2 40
1.3 50

1.4
40 40

Maximum Total 180 90 0

2

2.1
50

2.2
30

30

2.3
20

2.4 20 20
2.5 20 20
2.6 20 20
2.7 20 20
2.8 20 20

Maximum Total 200 130 0

3

3.1 20 20
3.2 20 20
3.3 20 20
3.4 20 20
3.5 20 20
3.6 20 20

Maximum Total 120 120 0

4

4.1 20 20
4.2 15 15
4.3 20 20
4.4 15 15
4.5 15 15
4.6 15 15

Maximum Total 100 100 0

5

5.1 30
5.2 15 15
5.3 10 10
5.4 10 10
5.5 10 10
5.6 20 20
5.7 20
5.8 20

Maximum Total 100 65 0

6

6.1
20

6.2
15

6.3 20

6.4
15

15

6.5
20

6.6 20 20
Maximum Total 100 35 0

7

7.1 20 20

Training courses for guides (explain and justify)

Do you have at least one qualified expert in Geopark permanent staff providing guided visit that your organization 
has a role in developing?  (explain and justify)
Do you have at least one qualified expert in partner organization providing guided visit that your organization has 
a role in developing?  (explain and justify)
Personal guides in Geopark permanent staff(explain and justify)

Personal guides by partner organisation(explain and justify) 

Education – Guides

What kind of information do you provide to educational groups, which encourage them to visit 
your area?

Letters to schools and universities

Freelance guides whose training and / or program is supported by your organization (explain and justify)

Guided tours through a member organisation (explain and justify)

Is teacher training offered in matters relating to the Applicant? (explain and justify)

Limited group size (max. 30 persons per guide) (explain and justify)
Are alternatives available if tour impossible due to bad weather conditions? (explain and justify)
Do programs exist for different ages? (explain and justify)
Do special, scientific programs exist? (explain and justify)

Protection of geological heritage

Standard programs, regularly offered for all park visitors (explain and justify)

Geology provision for school groups. For example, organized visits etc.
(The SELF AWARDED total cannot exceed 100)

Geology of the area
Publication linking geology, nature and culture of the area
Environmentally friendly behaviour in the area

Guided tours by Applicant’s staff  (explain and justify)

 Do you contribute towards at least one formal education programme developed by other organisations.  
(museums etc.)

Interactive elements/ internet
Different special exhibitions changing on a regular basis

Personal and individual program offered to children visiting the Applicant’s area

Do you operate at least one formal education programme (please outline the nature of the programme(s)

Do you operate a special program for secondary/high school classes?
Do you operate a special program for primary/elementary school classes?

Are there any university camps/education centres in the Applicant’s area

At least one scientific/academic institution working in the Applicant’s area.
At least one student final report (mapping etc.) in the Applicant’s area per year

Research, information and education scientific activity in Earth sciences within the territory

Do you operate a special program for university students?

Films, video, slideshow etc.

III. Information and Environmental Education

Does your permanent staff include specialists in environmental education, who undertake such work as their main 
role within your team. 

At least one of PhD thesis on Applicant’s area within the past three years
At least five scientific or tourism focused academic papers from the work within the Applicant’s area during last 5 
years

Do you operate programs of environmental education in your Applicant area?

What kind of educational materials exist? (The SELF AWARDED total cannot exceed 120)

Have you developed new educational material for school classes? 

Special education equipment (puzzles, special constructions, etc)
Do you produce other material for children below 8 years? 

Other aspects of natural history which can be found within the area 
Historical elements

What kind of published information is available in your Applicant area?
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7.2 20 20
7.3 20 20
7.4 20 20

Maximum Total 80 80 0

8

8.1 50 50
8.2 30 30
8.3 20 20
8.4 20 20

Maximum Total 120 120 0

Total Points Awarded 
For Section III: 

Education

Maximum 
points Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate

1000 740 0

Brochure
Press announcements (Newspapers, Radio, TV) 

Regular electronic newsletter
Up to date calendar of activities

Newspaper or newsletter 

Those responsible for the education programme may be reached by E-Mail

Do you use the internet for school programmes? What kind of service do you provide?

Own website with general information about environmental education within the area
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Marks 
available Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate

1

1.1 25 25
1.2 15 15
1.3 15 15
1.4 15 15

Maximum Total 70 70 0

2

2.1 10 10
2.2 10 10
2.3 10 10
2.4 10 10
2.5 10
2.6 10
2.7 50
2.8 10 10

Maximum Total 80 80 0

3

3.1
30

30

3.2
20

20

3.3 10 10

3.4
10

10

3.5 10 10
3.6 20 20

Maximum Total 100 100 0

4

4.1 10 10
4.2 10 10
4.3 10 10
4.4 40 40

Maximum Total 70 70 0

5

5.1 50 50
5.2 20 20
5.3 20 20
5.4 20 20
5.5 20 20

Maximum Total 100 100 0

6

6.1
20

20

6.2
20

20

6.3 10
Maximum Total 50 40 0

7

7.1 10 10
7.2 10 10
7.3 20 20
7.4 10 10
7.5 10 10
7.6 10 10

Maximum Total 70 70 0

8

8.1 20 20

8.2
20

20

Maximum Total 40 40 0

There is at least one promoted trail dealing with geological subjects, developed by your team, alongside any 
developed by partners.

Alternatives available if tour impossible due to bad weather conditions
Flexible registration system (day to day basis) for participants or no registration necessary 

What else do you use to inform visitors about your area

Easy to read interpretation panels in entrance areas or at Tourist locations 

Personal and individual information offered to visitors about possible activities in the area.
Centre open to the public at least 6 days a week, all year round weather permitting 

Existing 'info points' or similar facilities throughout the area managed by directly by the Geopark or one of the 
partner members of your organization

Groups with special interests in geology and geomorphology

Information centre “meeting and starting” point for excursions

Is the Information centre accessible for wheelchair users and does it cater for individuals with other disabilities?

How is information and interpretation about the area presented in info centres, information 
points etc?

IV. Geotourism

English

CD or video material
Other promotional material or merchandise 

In how many languages is the marketing material produced? (The SELF AWARDED total cannot 
exceed 80)

Printed material (e.g. leaflets, magazines)
Popular literature for public (e.g. books, guide books)

What kind of promotional material of the area takes place?

Spanish
Russian

French

Arabic
Chinese

Multi-languages in one publication

At least one information centre centre, managed directly by the Geopark or one of the partner members of your 
organization 

Add 10 points for each other language. (explain and justify)

Do information centres or exhibitions concerning the area exist in the Applicant’s area? (SELF 
AWARDED total cannot exceed 100)

Static display material

Is public transport integrated with walking, cycling trails

Public Access and facilities(SELF AWARDED total cannot exceed 100)

Films, video, slideshow etc.
Interactive displays
Different special exhibitions changing on a regular basis

Tours for a broad audience
Do you offer tours for disabled visitors

Is it possible to reach the geopark area by public transport
Do you provide your own tourist transport

Do you have car park facilities connected to the trails which you have developed
Are there toilets available in the parking areas

What kind of guided tours have been developed by your management body or your partners?

Tours take place regularly during the season

Promotional material about the area (leaflets, brochures, internet) contains information about public transport

Websites of the Applicant and/or local tourism organizations are linked to web-based timetables and transport 
information held by others.
Special offers for tourists using public transport, bicycle or other forms of sustainable transport 

Are visitors informed about public transport in the area and encouraged to use it before they 
come?
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9

9.1 20 20
Maximum Total 20 20 0

10

10.1 40

10.2
10

10

10.3 5 5
10.4 10 10
10.5 10 10
10.6 15 15
10.7 10 10

Maximum Total 80 60 0

11

11.1 10 10
11.2 10 10
11.3 10 10
11.4 10 10

11.5
10

10

11.6 10 10

11.7
10

10

11.8
10

10

11.9
20

20

Maximum Total 100 100 0

12

12.1 10 10
12.2 20
12.3 20 20

Maximum Total 50 30 0

13

13.1 20 20
13.2 10 10
13.3 10 10
13.4 10 10
13.5 10 10

Maximum Total 60 60 0

14

14.1 20 20

14.2 20 20

14.3 20 20

14.4
10

10

14.5 10 10
Maximum Total 80 80 0

Total Points Awarded 
For Section IV: 

Geotourism

Maximum 
points Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate

1000 920 0

Do you have analysis of the socio-economic profile of your visitors (families, school classes, pension groups, 
tourist groups, etc)?

Questionnaire on visitors’ satisfaction levels?

Visitor evaluation

By estimation?

By market analysis?
By booking addresses?

By university study?
Do you use visitor evaluation for your forward planning?

By entrance tickets / trail counters 
By field trip participants?

By visitor survey?
Do you evaluate where your visitors come from?

Other out-door activities not mentioned elsewhere. 

Do you count visitors?

Do you have the following sustainable (e.g. non car based) trails?

Geo-trails
Cultural trails
Forest trails
Other trails 

How do you communicate the goals of Geotourism, especially with those responsible for 
tourism.
Direct personal meetings or through their involvement in your organization.
A regular award scheme to promote good practice.
The selection and nomination of official partners/mentors/sponsors

At least one path concerning a special subject (mining, archaeology, architecture  not previously counted in your 
score under another heading

Guided cycling, walking, etc. tours, provided or actively supported by a member organization

Such tours include several days all inclusive offer (hotel, half or full board) for hiking and cycling tours provided or 
actively supported by a member organization

Such tours include several days all inclusive package with luggage transport provided or actively supported by a 
member organization 

There is a network of hiking/biking friendly hotels/pensions, defined by a catalogue of criteria who work in 
partnership with your organisation.

What kind of infrastructure is available for activities such as horse riding, canoeing and cycling 
? (SELF AWARDED total cannot exceed 100)
Network of footpaths which include the main touristic and scientific points of interest
Uniform/standard signposting of paths
Regular checks of infrastructure and immediate repair guaranteed
Special maps and information sheets for hikers, cyclists, etc. 

Geopark management may be reached by email
Regular electronic newsletter
Facility to order publications on-line
Up to date calendar of activities
Guidance for visitors on potential excursions

Joint information or promotional material

How are information or activities of different organisations co-ordinated 

Links to other websites of tourist board, communities, local government, which provide a broad range of 
information on the Applicants area.

Do you use the internet and what kind of service do you provide?

Own website with general information about the area
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Marks 
available Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate

1

1.1
50

50

1.2 30 30
1.3 50
1.4 30
1.5 40 40

Maximum Total 200 120 0

2

2.1 50
2.2 100 100

2.3
50

50

Maximum Total 200 150 0

3

3.1 50 50
3.2 100 100

Maximum Total 150 150 0

4

4.1 50
4.2 50 50
4.3 20 20

Maximum Total 100 70 0

5

5.1 50 50
5.2 50 50

5.3
80

80

Maximum Total 150 150 0

6

6.1 100 100
6.2 100 100
6.3 50 50

Maximum Total 200 200 0

Total Points Awarded 
For Section V: 

Sustainable Regional 
Economy

Maximum 
points Self Assessment Evaluators' 

Estimate

1000 840 0

Services (repair, management)
Design, Print

A network of co-operating enterprises exists, fostered by the Applicant.
There is a formal contract between the Applicant and its partners 
There are joint projects, financed, between the Applicant, private businesses and local authorities.

Networking (SELF AWARDED total cannot exceed 200)

Other equipment and services to support geotourism and interpretation, e.g. transport, display cabinets etc. (give 
details)

What kind of contracts are regularly offered to businesses in your area?

Direct marketing of regional products is undertaken by your organization
Tourism offers include tours of collaboration with local businesses

How are regional crafts promoted?

What efforts are undertaken to promote links between the Applicant and local businesses? 
(SELF AWARDED total cannot exceed 100)
A label for regional services/products has been developed the Applicant or in partnership with others

Initiatives promoting food from regional and/or ecological production, which your organisation develops or actively 
supports.

Meals from regional and/or ecological production are available in restaurants

What efforts are undertaken to promote regional food and craft products, integrating the 
catering trade?

The organization or its active partners has a retail outlet or outlets where mainly regional products are sold. 

Casts and souvenirs from local production are available

Local craft products are showcased
The marketing of local craft products is actively supported

V. Sustainable Regional Economy

Initiatives promoting geological replicas production exist

The Applicant organizes markets, where mainly regional agricultural products are sold

Direct marketing of regional agricultural products is promoted

 Which efforts are undertaken to create an d promote regional geotourism products?   (The SELF-
AWARDED total cannot exceed 100)

A label for regional food products or local gastronomy exists
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3. SELF-EVALUATION DOCUMENT CLARIFICATIONS



SELF-EVALUATION DOCUMENT

I. GEOLOGY AND LANDSSCAPE

1.1 TERRITORY

1. TERRITORY

1.1 Geosites list

Geological sites:

1. The Lihr rock and its bedrock outcrops 
2. Potholes at Ivalojoen Kultala
3. The Ivalojoki esker at Toloskoski rapids 
4. The Saarnaköngäs rapids
5. The Ainikkaharju esker
6. The Puoliväli spring
7. The Kulmakuru gorge
8. The Kiilopää ice lake and its spillways
9. The Rumakuru canyon
10. The quartz vein at Hangasoja
11. The Peselmäaapa mire
12. The Kopsusjärvi delta
13. Lateral drainage channels at Teräväkivenpää
14. Melt water erosional forms on Tankavaara fell
15. Tor formations at Pyhä-Nattanen
16.	 Block	field	covering	the	Nattaset	fells
17. Karhunpesäkivi
18. Hummocky moraine area at Kirakkaköngäs
19. The Rahajärvi collapsed cliff
20. The Sotkajärvi esker and kames
21. The Ravadasköngäs waterfall
22. A cascade at the mouth of Morgam-Viibus stream
23. Talus deposit on the shore of Morgamjärvi lake
24. Lateral drainage channels on the top of the Jäkäläpää fell

Gold history sites:

25.  Gold Prospectors’ Huts at the Mouth of Kyläjoki
26.  Ruikanmutka
27.  The Lappi Farm at the Mouth of the Appisjoki (the Grounds of Annan Kaapi)
28.  Kultala Crown Station
29.		 The	River	Bank	of	the	Sotajoki	Confluence
30.  The Liljeqvist Dredge and its Surroundings
31.  Ritakoski’s Kultala Gold Village
32.  Ritakoski steam engine
33.  Palsinoja (Raahe cabin)
34.  Nulkkamukka – the Birth Place of the Gold Rush
35.  Kultala (Gold Village) along Pahaoja Brook
36.  The Kerkelä mining village (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
37.  The Laanila white quartz rock and shaft (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
38.  The Kuivakuru panning facility (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
39.  General's mine shaft (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
40.  Carl Gustaf mine shaft (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
41.  Prospector's mine shaft
42.  The old cabin at Suomunruoktu
43.  A Memorial to Sauva-Aslak
44.  Kultahamina – starting point of the trail
45.		 The	site	where	gold	was	first	found
46.  Morgamoja Kultala
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47.  Pihlajamäki (the old yard of gold prospector Heikki Pihlajamäki &  
the modern machine prospecting area)

48.  Karhu Korhonen’s Library
49.  Korhonen

Other sites:

50.  The Korkia-Maura Ice Cave
51.  Sallivaara Reindeer Round-Up Site 
52.  War History Trail
53.  Ruijanpolku Trail 
54.  The Grounds of Kaapin Jouni 
55.  The Pitfalls at the Sotkajärvi Ridge Chain
56.  Pielpajärvi Wilderness Church 
57.  Ukonsaari Island
58.  Geological Trail

2. Geodiversity

2.1 Geological periods represented in the area:

•	 Precambrian age
•	 Archaean bedrock
•	 Proterozoic bedrock
•	 Palaeogene
•	 Neogene
•	 Pleistocene
•	 Holocene

2.2. Rock types represented in the area:

•	 Quartz-feldspar gneiss 
•	 Quartz diorite gneiss
•	 Granite 
•	 Gabbro
•	 Arkose quartzite
•	 Hornblende gneiss 
•	 Garnet-cordierite gneiss 
•	 Hyperstene amphibolites
•	 Biotite paragneiss
•	 Mafic	volcanic	rock

2.3. Geological or geomorphological features represented in the area

•	 Tor formation
•	 Tafoni weathering
•	 Talus deposit
•	 Hummocky moraine
•	 Pothole
•	 Esker
•	 Valley train
•	 Delta
•	 Subglacial meltwater gorge
•	 Lateral meltwater channel
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3. Public interpretation of the Geopark’s sites of interest

3.1. Sites with public interpretation

List of geological and culture historical localities is included in the geological outdoor maps of 
Kultakaira and Lemmenjoki. More information of the localities is published in the attached guidebooks 
of the maps.

Database of Golden Geosites is included in the book “Stories from the Golden River Ivalojoki”.

Trails in the area are marked and guided.

3.2.	Geosites	of	scientific	importance

The Kiilopää Ice Lake and its spillways

Two academical dissertations (doctoral thesis) and one publication:

Johansson, Peter 1995. The deglaciation in eastern part of the Weichselian ice divide in Finnish 
Lapland. Geological survey of Finland, Bulletin 383. 72 s.

Penttilä, Seppo 1963. The deglaciation of the Laanila area, Finnish Lapland. Bulletin de la Commission 
géologique de Finlande 203. 71 s.

Johansson, Peter & Palmu Jukka-Pekka 2013. LiDAR data and elevation model used to produce 
information of geological landforms and development of ice lake stages. In: (Eds.) A. damusyte & A. 
Grigiene. Palaeolandscapes from Saalian to Weichselian, south eastern Lithuania. Abstracts. INQUA 
Peribaltic Working Group, International Field Symposium. 38-39.

3.3. Geosites used for education

•	 The Kiilopää Ice Lake and its spillways
•	 Kiilopää Esker ridge
•	 Tor formations at Pyhä-Nattanen
•	 Weathered bedrock exposure at Vuotso
•	 Tafoni weathering in Karhunpesäkivi-boulder
•	 Moraine landscape at Inari

Also many gold history sites are used for education.

3.4. Geosites used for Geotourism

•	 The Kiilopää Ice Lake and its spillways
•	 Kiilopää Esker ridge and nature trails at Kiilopää
•	 Tor formations at Pyhä-Nattanen
•	 Tafoni weathering in Karhunpesäkivi-boulder
•	 The Ravadasköngäs Cascade
•	 Nature trail along the Lemmenjoki Esker
•	 Geological nature trail at Tankavaara
•	 Nature trail at Iisakkipää
•	 Gold Tail at Laanila
•	 Gold trail at Lemmenjoki

All Gold history sites and other sites are used for geotourism.
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II. GEOLOGY AND LANDSCAPE

1.2 GEOLOGICAL CONSERVATION

1. Inventory and significabce of geosites

1.1.	Geosite	of	international	significance

The Kiilopää Ice Lake and its spillways

Two academical dissertations (doctoral thesis) and one publication:

Johansson, Peter 1995. The deglaciation in eastern part of the Weichselian ice divide in Finnish 

Lapland. Geological survey of Finland, Bulletin 383. 72 s.

Penttilä, Seppo 1963. The deglaciation of the Laanila area, Finnish Lapland. Bulletin de la Commission 
géologique de Finlande 203. 71 s.

Johansson, Peter & Palmu Jukka-Pekka 2013. LiDAR data and elevation model used to produce 
information of geological landforms and development of ice lake stages. In: (Eds.) A. damusyte & A. 
Grigiene. Palaeolandscapes from Saalian to Weichselian, south eastern Lithuania. Abstracts. INQUA 
Peribaltic Working Group, International Field Symposium. 38-39.

1.2	Geosites	of	national	significance

The	following	geological	sites	have	national	significance:

•	 The Kiilopää Ice Lake and its spillways, meltwater channels
•	 Tor formations at Pyhä-Nattanen
•	 The Ravadasköngäs Cascade
•	 The Lemmenjoki Esker
•	 Tafoni weathering in Karhunpesäkivi-boulder
•	 The Kulmakuru subglacial meltwater gorge

1.3 Sites of educational interest

Basically, all geosites are used by Sami Museum Siida, Tankavaara Gold Prospector Museum and 
various educational groups from different organisations. Especially these are used for education:

•	 The Kiilopää Ice Lake and its spillways
•	 Kiilopää Esker ridge
•	 Tor formations at Pyhä-Nattanen
•	 Weathered bedrock exposure at Vuotso
•	 Tafoni weathering in Karhunpesäkivi-boulder
•	 Moraine landscape at Inari
•	 The Ravadasköngäs Cascade
•	 Nature trail along the Lemmenjoki Esker
•	 Localities along the geological nature trail at Tankavaara
•	 Localities along the nature trail at Iisakkipää
•	 Localities, the quartz vein of Hangasoja and mine shafts along the Gold Tail at Laanila
•	 Placer gold mines along the Gold trail at Lemmenjoki
•	 Potholes at Ivalojoen Kultala
•	 Potholes at the Saarnaköngäs Rapids
•	 Talus deposit on the shore of the Lake Morgamjärvi
•	 Lateral drainage channels on the top of the Jäkäläpää Fell
•	 Melt water erosional forms on the Tankavaara Fell
•	 Block	fields	on	the	Maarestatunturit	Fell
•	 Lateral drainage channels at Teräväkivenpää Fell
•	 Gold Prospector Museum
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1.4 Geosites database

List of geological and culture historical localities in the geological outdoor maps of Kultakaira and 
Lemmenjoki. More information of the localities is published in the attached guidebooks of the maps.

Database of Golden Geosites is included in the book “Stories from the Golden River Ivalojoki”.

1.5 Geosites map

Two geological outdoor maps from the area:

Johansson, Peter, Huhta, Pekka, Nenonen, Jari & Hirvasniemi, Hannu 2000. Kultakaira. Geologinen 
retkeilykartta 1:50 000 ja opaskirja – Geological Outdoor Map 1:50 000 and Guidebook. Rovaniemi: 
Geologian tutkimuskeskus, Geological Survey of Finland.

Johansson, Peter; Nenonen, Jari; Hirvasniemi, Hannu; Valkama, Jorma; Bister, Tuomo; Tranberg, 
Janne; Manninen, Tuomo 2002. Lemmenjoki. Geologinen retkeilykartta 1:50 000 ja opaskirja – 
Geological Outdoor Map 1:50 000 and Guidebook. Rovaniemi: Geologian tutkimuskeskus, Geological 
Survey of Finland.

2. Strategy and legislation to protect against damage of geological sites and features

2.2.There are Strict Nature Reserves, National Parks, Wilderness areas and other protected areas 
(Mire Reserves) in the Geopark area, and these areas are protected by the Finnish law. More 
information about these protected areas can be found in the chapter “C. Geoconservation”. Also a map 
where they are described is included in the same chapter. More information about each geosite and 
protected areas can be found in Annexes.

4.  What measures are carried out to protect geosites and infrastructure against damage  
and natural degradation?

4.1. Trails and information boards are maintained regularly by Metsähallitus (Natural Heritage 
Services). Metsähallitus also has many kinds of huts in the Geopark area; free and open huts, open 
wilderness huts, and reservable wilderness huts. Nature tourists can use them and they are maintained 
and cleaned regularly.

The Gold Prospector Museum arranges annual voluntary work camps, in cooperation with 
Metsahallitus, in order to recondition old gold prospecting sites.

4.2. There are several different measures to conserve the sites. Reconditioning of buildings and old 
prospecting sites, and normal regular maintenance of trails, information boards and huts. 

4.3. The trails are marked and guided, in order to avoid unnecessary use of the fragile nature. 
Metsähallitus has a management plan for each protected area, which includes protective measures. 
Eg. in Pahaoja (Kultala Gold Village along Pahaoja Brook) some of the old equipment related to gold 
history, are covered by a roof.
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III. GEOLOGY AND LANDSCAPE

1.3 NATURAL AND CULTURAL HERITAGE

1. Natural Rank

1.2. The National Parks in the Geopark area (Lemmenjoki National Park and Urho Kekkonen National 
Park) are members of ”Europarc” (a European Federation of protected areas). 

1.3. There are Strict Nature Reserves, National Parks, Wilderness areas and other protected areas 
(Mire Reserves) in the Geopark area, and these areas are protected by the Finnish law. More 
information about these protected areas can be found in the chapter “C. Geoconservation”. More 
information about each geosite and protected areas can be found in Annexes.

2. Cultural Rank

2.1. Unesco: World Heritage Tentative List. The Holy place of worship of Äijih (Ukonsaari) of the Sámi 
people at Inari is on the UNESCO’s World Heritage Tentative List.

2.2. Arctic Council: Assessment of Cultural Heritage Monuments and Sites in the Arctic (Project # P 
114), Final report January 2013. The combined sites on the River Ivalojoki: Kultala Crown Station, 
Ritakoski mansion cabin, Pahaoja base and stone banks of Sotajoki. The project aimed at presenting 
a short list of 20-30 cultural heritage sites in the Arctic which are of particular international importance. 
While each Arctic nation already has a process for ranking and a management strategy for its own 
national	sites,	the	project	aim	was	to	identify	sites	that	have	significance	which	transcends	national	
boundaries. 

2.3.	There	are	Nationally	significant	built	cultural	environments	in	Finland.	The	list	of	nationally	
significant	built	cultural	environments	is	maintained	by	the	National	Board	of	Antiquities	in	Finland.	E.g.	
the gold area of Ivalojoki River is on the list. There are also other national designations in the Geopark 
area, eg. Ivalojoki river is “Vuoden retkikohde” (The Excursion Destination of the Year) 2005.

2.4. Some gold historical buildings are maintained and protected with the mutual agreement of the 
National Board of Antiquities and Metsähallitus: Moberginoja cabins and sauna, buildings of Pahaoja, 
buildings of Ritakoski and cabin of Liljeqvist. There are around 200 archaeological or historical sites 
on the GeoPark area which are protected by the Antiquities Act. They are listed in the Register of 
antiquities, and are archaeological and historical sites.

3. Promotion and maintenance of Natural and Cultural Heritage

3.1. Several books and other publications have been made about the natural and cultural heritage of 
the Geopark area. For more information, see the References of the application.

3.2. The Sámi Education Institute has educational programmes where the Sámi culture is in the 
focus, and also programmes that deal with nature, geology etc. Also both museums (Gold Prospector 
Museum and Sámi Museum Siida) arrange various school excursion packages.

3.3. Metsähallitus (Natural Heritage Services), Gold Prospector Museum, Sámi Museum Siida, Inari-
Saariselkä Tourism Ltd., Geological Survey of Finland, Gold Prospector Association of Finnish Lapland 
and both Municipalities (Inari and Sodankylä), all have web pages and they also use printed material in 
promotion of the natural and cultural heritage.

3.4. The two museums in the Geopark act as links between the geology and gold, and the natural and 
cultural heritage. There are also trails built on this theme, eg. the Geological trail.
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II. MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

1. How is the applicant’s management structure organised?

1.1.The	Geopark	area	is	clearly	defined,	and	it	can	be	found	in	the	chapter	“B.	Geological	Heritage”.

1.2. Metsähallitus coordinates protection activities in the area. The future Geopark has its own 
management structure, and there is a representative from the Metsähallitus.

1.3.	The	future	Geopark		organization	is	described	in	the	chapter	“A.	Identification	of	the	area”.	The	
future Geopark staff will be employed directly by the organization hosting the Geopark (Inari Municipal 
Business & Development Nordica).

1.4. The Geopark will have an independently administered budget, it can be found in the chapter “A. 
Identification	of	the	area”.

2. Does a management or Master Plan exist?

2.1. Metsähallitus (Natural Heritage Services) has a management plan for the protected areas in the 
Geopark.

3. Master Plan Components

3.13.	Specific	goals	exist	for	all	these	areas,	and	they	are	included	in	the	management	plan	of	each	
protected area. Geology of the area is also in focus of the Geological Survey of Finland, and there are 
specific	goals	about	tourism	also	in	the	strategies	of	both	municipalities,	and	Inari-Saariselkä	Tourism	
Ltd.

III. INFORMATION AND ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

2. Programmes of environmental education

2.2. Environmental education is part of the programs of school excursion packages of both museums in 
the area. Material for environmental education is also provided by Metsähallitus.

5. Geology provision for school groups

5.2. Guided tours are arranged by Gold Prospector Museum and Sámi Museum Siida.

5.3. Standard programs, regularly offered to all visitors, are organized by Gold Prospector Museum.

5.4. Gold Prospector Museum arranges school excursion packages, and the maximum group size is 
based on the class room size. Also the normal guided tours in Gold Prospector Museum and Sámi 
Museum Siida are limited in size.

5.5. In the Gold Prospector Museum it possible to organize guided tours indoors. Also gold  
panning is possible indoors, which is a good alternative in winter.

5.6 In both museums, guided tours are tailored for groups, based on the age of participants.  
Also trails and several other sites can be visited by children and other age groups.

6. Education – Guides

6.4. Gold Prospector Museum can arrange personal guides, if required. Also Siida is able to organize 
personal guides in some occasions.

6.6.. Sámi museum Siida has training programs for guides, and uses freelance guides. Also Sámi 
Education Institute arranges training to tourist guides.
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IV. GEOTOURISM

2. Languages

2.7. Finnish, Sami, Swedish, Italian and Japanese

V. SUSTAINABLE REGIONAL ECONOMY 

5. Contracts offered to businesses

5.3 A local company makes information boards, and local entrepreneurs offer transportation and other 
tourism services, eg. to the geosites. 
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Geological Sites

 1. The Lihr rock and its bedrock   
 outcrops
 2. Potholes at Ivalojoen Kultala
 3. The Ivalojoki esker at Tolosjoki   
  rapids
 4. The Saarnaköngäs rapids
 5. The Ainikkaharju esker
 6. The Puoliväli spring
 7. The Kulmakuru gorge
 8. The Kiilopää ice lake and  
 its spillways
 9. The Rumakuru gorge
10. The quartz vein at Hangasoja
11. The Nälkäaapa mire
12. The Kopsujärvi delta
13. Lateral drainage channels at   
 Teräväkivenpää
14. Melt water erosional forms on   
 Tankavaara fell
15. Tor formations at Pyhä-Nattanen
16.	Block	field	covering	the	Nattaset	fells
17. Karhunpesäkivi
18. Hummocky moraine area at 
 Kirakkaköngäs
19. The Rahajärvi collapsed cliff
20. The Sotkajärvi esker and kames
21. The Ravadasköngäs waterfall
22. A cascade at the mouth of  
 Morgan-Viibus stream
23. Talus deposit on the shore of 
 Morgamjrävi lake
24. Lateral drainage channels on  
 the top of the Jäkäläpää fell

Gold History Geosites

25. Gold Prospectors´ Huts at  
 the Mouth of Kyläjoki
26. Ruikanmutka
27. The Lappi Farm at the Mouth of  
 the Appisjoki  
 (the Grounds of Annan Kaapi)
28. Kultala Crown Station
29. The River Bank of the Sotajoki 
	 Confluence
30. The Liljeqvist Dredge and its 
 Surroundings
31. Ritakoski´s Kultala Gold Village
32. Ritakosken höyrykone
33. Palsinoja (Raahe cabin)
34. Nulkkamukka – the Birth Place  
 of the Gold Rush
35. Kultala (Gold Village) along  
 Pahaoja Brook
36. The Kerkelä mining village  
 (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
37. The Laanila white quartz rock  
 and shaft 
 (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
38. The Kuivakuru panning facility 
 (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
39. General´s mine shaft  
 (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
40. Carl Gustaf mine shaft  
 (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
41. Prospectors´ mine shaft
42. The old cabin at Suomunruoktu
43. The memorial to Sauval-Aslak
44. Kultahamina – starting point  
 of the trail

45.	The	site	where	gold	was	first	found
46. Morgamoja Kultala
47. Pihlajamäki
48. Karhu Korhonen´s Library
49. Korhonen

Other Sites

50. The Korkia-Maura Ice Cave
51. Sallivaara Reindeer Round-Up Site
52. War History Trail
53. Ruijanpolku Trail
54. The Grounds of Kaapin Jouni
55. The Pitfalls at the Sotkajärvi  
 Ridge Chain
56. Pielpajärvi Wilderness Church
57. Ukonsaari Island
58. Geologival Trail

Information Centers

59. Tankavaara Gold Prospector   
 Museum
60. Koilliskaira Visitor Centre
61. Kiilopää Fell Center
62. Kiehinen Customer Service
63. Metsähallitus Ivalo Customer 
 Service and Inari municipality´s 
 tourist information
64. SIIDA – Sámi museum and Northern 
 Lapland Nature Center and Inari 
 municipality´s tourist information
65. Lemmenjoki Nature Information Hut
66. Vuotso Sámi village

4. GEOSITES

All Geosites
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4. GEOSITES
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Geological sites
 1. The Lihr rock and its bedrock outcrops
 2. Potholes at Ivalojoen Kultala
 3. The Ivalojoki esker at Tolosjoki rapids
 4. The Saarnaköngäs rapids
 5. The Ainikkaharju esker
 6. The Puoliväli spring
 7. The Kulmakuru gorge
 8. The Kiilopää ice lake and its spillways
 9. The Rumakuru gorge
10. The quartz vein at Hangasoja
11. The Nälkäaapa mire
12. The Kopsujärvi delta
13. Lateral drainage channels at Teräväkivenpää
14. Melt water erosional forms on Tankavaara fell
15. Tor formations at Pyhä-Nattanen
16.	Block	field	covering	the	Nattaset	fells
17. Karhunpesäkivi
18. Hummocky moraine area at Kirakkaköngäs
19. The Rahajärvi collapsed cliff
20. The Sotkajärvi esker and kames
21. The Ravadasköngäs waterfall
22. A cascade at the mouth of Morgan-Viibus stream
23. Talus deposit on the shore of Morgamjrävi lake
24. Lateral drainage channels on the top of the Jäkäläpää fell
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1. The Lihr rock and its bedrock outcrops

The mineral content and the strong schistose appearance of granitic gneiss and quartz diorite gneisses can 
be seen in the barren outcrops of the Lihr Rock and in the rock walls of the Ivalojoki canyon. The river and the 
canyon with its steep slopes can be seen on the Lihr rock. On the opposite bank of the river, in the middle of 
the wilderness, is a group of buildings. The biggest of them is a huge timber house, Ivalojoen Kultala.  
A	stairway	with	565	steps	leads	to	a	suspension	bridge	over	the	Saunakoski	rapids.	The	first	bridge	over	the	
river	was	built	in	1964,	but	was	destroyed	by	spring	floods	two	years	later.	A	new,	78-metre	long	suspension	
bridge	was	finished	in	1968.

2. Potholes at Ivalojoen Kultala  

Under the suspension bridge at Kultala there are potholes carved in the granulite bedrock. The potholes were 
formed some 11,000 years ago in the marginal zone of the melting ice sheet. Strong eddies were generated 
in the meltwater conduit under the ice sheet. The boulders carried by the current started to spin with the eddy 
and drill down into the bedrock below, forming smooth-walled pits called potholes. They are 0.1–1.2 metres 
deep and their diameters vary between 0.2 and 1.5 metres. The Kultala potholes, the bedrock outcrops 
washed by glacial meltwater and many small pothole-like forms along the valley bottom give reason to 
suppose	that	the	sub-glacial	meltwater	river	once	flowed	along	this	valley.
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3. The Ivalojoki esker at Toloskoski rapids 

During	the	deglaciation,	eskers	were	deposited	on	the	bottom	of	the	meltwater-filled	conduits	at	the	base	
of the glacier. The debris was washed and sorted into layers of gravel, sand and pebbles according to the 
velocity of the stream. The Ivalojoki esker is part of this esker sequence over 100 km long, which runs from 
south-west to north-east towards the Inari Lake and the village of Nellim. From Ritakoski down the river valley, 
the esker ridge enlarges into a valley train. It consists of tens of metres of thick gravel and sand deposits 
carried by the glacial river and deposited on the bottom of the valley. They reach the surface level at about 
155 m, which is the water level of the ancient ice lake at Inari. When the level of the water later lowered, the 
Ivalojoki river began to carve its channel through the gravel and sand deposits.

4. The Saarnaköngäs rapids

At the Saarnaköngäs rapids there is a large pothole carved in the cliff on the western river bank. 
It resembles a pulpit. According to a legend, the priest used it to deliver his sermons to gold-diggers. 
It has given Saarnaköngäs (Finnish for “Sermon Rapids”) its name. On the banks of the river there are also 
other small potholes, whose depths vary between 0.1 and 0.3 metres and with diameters of  0.2–0.7 metres. 
Saarnaköngäs potholes and many other small pothole-like forms along the valley bottom gives reason to 
suppose,	that	the	sub-glacial	meltwater	river	once	flowed	along	this	valley.
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5. The Ainikkaharju esker

Ainikkaharjut is an esker ridge 7 km long. It rises in the middle of the mire areas to the west of the gold cabins 
of Pahaoja. It is part of a long esker sequence which runs from south-west to north-east towards the Ivalojoki 
river	valley.	It	was	formed	on	the	bottom	of	the	meltwater-filled	glaciofluvial	conduit	in	the	glacier.	The	debris	
transported by the meltwater was deposited as an elongated ridge. The esker landscape is beautiful because 
of small lakes in between the 20 m high, steep-sided and sharply crested esker ridge. The eskers were typical 
migration paths favoured by deer, which is why deer hunters have carved numerous deer pits on the sandy 
ridge over the centuries. 

6. The Puoliväli spring

Where groundwater emerges at the surface, a spring forms. Many springs are small, wet depressions, but on 
the lower slopes of fells and at the foot of the eskers, there are springs with a very good yield, since the gravel 
and sand layers of the soil and the fracture zones in the bedrock are good aquifers. At the foot of Patatunturi 
fell, groundwater discharges in springs from thick sandy till deposits. In the Puoliväli spring, the water appears 
to be boiling as it forces its way up through the sandy layers on the bottom.
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7. The Kulmakuru gorge

On the southern slope of the fell of Harripää, there is a small esker ridge. It is a sub-glacial esker formed in 
the meltwater conduit at the base of the retreating glacier. The esker ridge leads into the Kulmakuru meltwater 
gorge	at	the	375	m	level	and	runs	further	to	the	Eskottijoki	river	valley,	where	there	are	again	glaciofluvial	
hillocks. This shows that esker ridges and the Kulmakuru sub-glacial gorge belong to the same sub-glacial 
meltwater system, where a powerful sub-glacial meltwater stream passed over the fell ridge. Kulmakuru is a 
gorge more than 20 metres deep with steep, craggy edges. Its angular form is a result of the crossing fracture 
zones in the bedrock. The bottom is covered with jagged stones that have rolled down from the slopes. Its 
bottom seldom sees the light of the sun. 

8. The Kiilopää ice lake and its spillways

During the deglaciation stage, about 10,400 years ago, the ice margin was in the Kiilopää area. There was 
a dammed ice lake in the Kiilo-oja river valley between the slope of the fell and the ice margin. This ice lake 
discharged	its	waters	over	the	fell	range	towards	the	north-west.	The	overflow	channels	were	formed	at	that	
stage of the melting of the glacier when the tops of the fells were beginning to show through the ice. Meltwater 
accumulated between the ice sheet and the side of the fells, and was dis charged across the fell ridges at the 
lowest points between the tops of the fells. This meltwater erosion formed deep gorges in the bedrock. North 
of	Kiilopää,	there	is	a	series	of	overflow	channels	at	heights	between	446	m	and	336	m	which	functioned	one	
after the other as a discharge channel for the Kiilopää ice lake.
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9. The Rumakuru gorge

The	most	conspicuous	of	the	erosional	features	made	by	glacial	meltwater	are	the	overflow	channels.	They	
cross the otherwise gently-rounded fells in the form of sharp cuts. If the erosion continued for a long time and 
the underlying rock was already fractured, deep gorges were formed, such as the 50-metre-deep Rumakuru 
(Finnish	for	“Ugly	Gorge”)	in	Laanila,	with	its	boulder-strewn	floor.	Judging	from	its	location	and	direction,	it	
cannot have been formed during the melting stage of the last glaciation; it is older than the latest glaciation. 
Later,	the	glacier	crossed	over	the	gorge,	but	it	was	not	able	to	destroy	it	or	fill	it,	except	for	the	floors	and	
slopes, which are partly covered by a thin blanket of till.

10. The quartz vein at Hangasoja

In the 19th century, gold was searched for by panning and washing. The amount of gold in the riverbanks was 
diminishing	and	attention	began	to	be	paid	to	searching	for	gold	in	bedrock.	In	1898,	a	geological	expedition	
led by Professor Johan Sederholm was sent to search for minerals in Lapland. Close to Hangasoja brook, the 
expedition	found	a	spot	where	a	white	quartz	vein	cut	through	the	syenite	bedrock.	Sederholm	considered	this	
to be very promising for gold prospecting. Gold miner Henry Kerkelä got hold of the information, and made a 
claim	in	the	same	place	before	the	expedition	partners.	He	began	to	dig	for	the	gold.	In	May	1902,	there	were	
already seven shafts, the deepest of which was 50 metres. Old mine shafts still remain along the Laanila Gold 
Trail. It provides wanderers with information about the captivating gold mining history of the area.
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11. The Nälkäaapa mire

12. The Kopsusjärvi delta

The	Kopsusjärvi	glaciofluvial	delta	was	formed	at	the	margin	of	the	continental	ice	sheet,	at	the	mouth	of	a	
meltwater	stream	flowing	from	the	glacier.	It	is	associated	with	an	esker	chain	running	from	the	south-west,	
in	which	case	it	represents	the	final	stage	of	esker	formation.	The	delta	is	composed	of	sandy	and	gravelly	
material, like the esker ridges. The side facing the glacier is steep, the surface is fairly even sloping gently 
away	from	the	glacier	and	the	outer	margin	on	the	shore	of	Kopsusjärvi	lake	is	steep	again.	The	flat	delta	
surface	results	from	the	deposition	of	glaciofluvial	material	in	the	water.	Its	elevation,	315	m	above	sea	level,	
refers to the water level elevation in the Kopsusjärvi ice lake during the deglaciation. 
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The Nälkä-aapa is a typical aapa mire of Central Lapland.  A typical feature of aapa mires is that their middle 
parts	are	treeless	fens.	Typical	of	those	parts	are	large	and	watery	flarks,	which	are	often	impossible	to	cross.	
Between them are low ridges called strings. They often run perpendicularly against the slope of the mire, 
which means that they, for their part, dam the water in the mire and thus prevent it from drying up. The edges 
of the aapa mire are bogs with stunted pines or swamps where a variety of trees grow.

Mires began to appear soon after the continental ice sheet melted. The most likely places for mires were 
depressions in the landscape and watery areas in the valleys between hills. Many mires later became larger 
when	forest	paludification	occurred.	This	was	due	to	the	rise	of	the	groundwater	table	and	to	water	gathering	
in hollows. The mires contain a layer of peat several metres thick, which is composed of incompletely 
decomposed	remnants	of	mire	plants.	The	most	common	peat	type	in	the	region	is	carex-dominant	peat.	 
The surface parts of the mires may also have remnants of spaghnum and brown mosses.

The Nälkä-aapa, along with the other mires of the region still in their natural state, offer hikers not only 
splendid views but also a possibility to gather mire berries such as cranberries and cloudberries.
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13. Lateral drainage channels at Teräväkivenpää

The lateral drainage channels at Teräväkivenpää are glacial meltwater channels which are almost parallel and 
slope gently down the sides of the fell. Individual channels are a few hundreds of metres to a kilometre long. 
They are 1–3 metres deep and the distance between them varies between 10 and 20 metres. They are open at 
both	ends.	Lateral	drainage	channels	were	formed	during	the	deglaciation	stage.	In	spring,	the	meltwater	flowed	
from the ice sheet and eroded a channel in the slope parallel to the edge of the ice. When the ice melted in 
summer,	its	surface	sank	a	few	metres.	The	next	spring,	a	new	channel	was	again	formed	below	the	preceding	
one. In this way, a series of parallel channels were formed, one below the other. The lateral drainage channels at 
Teräväkivenpää	reflect	the	gradient	of	the	ice	sheet,	which	varied	from	2	to	3	metres	every	100	metres.	They	also	
reflect	the	annual	recession	of	the	ice	sheet,	which	varied	from	130	to	170	metres	a	year	in	the	Kiilopää	area.

14. Meltwater erosional forms on Tankavaara fell

During the deglaciation stage, a sub-glacial river crossed Tankavaara fell and formed bedrock outcrops 
washed	by	the	meltwater,	and	gorges.	Water	flowing	under	high	pressure	carried	away	rock	material	that	it	
eroded from the walls and the bottom of the gorge and deposited it at its mouth. Later, the marginal channels 
were	formed	at	the	margin	of	the	ice	sheet.	The	amount	of	water	flowing	in	them	was	still	great.	They	are	
several metres deep and frequently over a kilometre long. Meltwater from the mouth of the sub-glacial river 
flowed	along	them	for	a	long	time	–	tens	of	years.	Networks	of	parallel	marginal	channels	formed	on	the	north-
western	slope	of	Tankavaara,	where	the	channels	follow	each	other,	bifurcating	and	re-joining,	reflecting	the	
retreat of the ice margin.
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15. Tor formations at Pyhä-Nattanen

Tor-like forms which consist of granitic bedrock lie at the top of the Pyhä-Nattanen fell. They are more than 
five	metres	high	and	look	like	the	work	of	an	artist,	although	they	were	sculpted	by	nature.	These	tors	probably	
consist of the most durable parts of the granitic rock, where the weathering has been slower than in the 
surrounding rock. The tors were formed before the last glaciation, since post-glacial erosion has not been 
rapid enough for them to form. They remained intact under the ice-sheet, while the broken rock around them 
has been transported away.

16. Block field covering the Nattaset fells

The	upper	slopes	of	the	Nattaset	fells	are	covered	by	block	fields.	They	consist	of	granitic	bedrock	that	
has been fractured in situ by physical weathering. Frost weathering occurs when changes in the surface 
temperature	of	a	rock	cause	it	to	shrink	and	expand,	forming	small	fractures.	Water	that	has	penetrated	these	
fractures	freezes	and	widens	them,	and	finally	breaks	the	rock.	Weathering	is	such	a	slow	process	that	it	is	
hard to actually see it. However, fresh surfaces on the blocks show that this process is going on all the time. 
Due	to	the	difficulty	of	access,	many	hikers	avoid	these	boulder	field	areas.
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17. Karhunpesäkivi

The cave of Karhunpesäkivi (the “Bear’s Den Rock”) is situated near the lake of Myössäjärvi in Inari. The cave 
is inside a garnet-cordierite-gneiss boulder, with dimensions of 6 m × 6 m × 4 m. The mouth of the cave is 
under the block, but it is possible to creep under the edge of the rock to visit the cave. The cave is about 4 m 
long, 1.5 m wide and 1–2 m high. It is formed through “tafoni” weathering, mainly by disintegration caused 
by differences in temperature between the inner rock and the surfaces of the cavities. The cavities have thus 
developed from an initial pit or score on the bottom side of the boulder. The weathering now proceeds along 
the comb-like cavities. The tafoni weathering happened either in the post-glacial period (after the glacier had 
transported and left the boulder on the slope), or before the glaciations, when the boulder was still part of the 
bedrock and the climate was warmer and more suitable for tafoni weathering.

18. Hummocky moraine area at Kirakkaköngäs

At	Kirakkaköngäs,	there	is	a	field	of	hummocky	moraine.	It	consists	of	tens	of	hills	and	ridges,	which	are	
5–15 metres high. They consist of very stony and blocky till. The stones are angular, originating from the 
local	bedrock.	It	proves	that	the	rock	underneath	is	fractured,	and	the	glacial	erosion	has	been	strong,	mixing	
abundant angular rock material with the till. The hills and ridges consist partly of supraglacial till and partly of 
water-saturated basal till, squeezed into the crevasses of the glacier.
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19. The Rahajärvi collapsed cliff

In Lapland, a form of physical weathering called frost weathering is commonplace. The weathering causes 
the breaking down of rock and boulders resulting in jagged rocks. The jagged rocks in the Rahajärvi region 
came into being when the granulite precipice was weathered causing a rock avalanche. When temperatures 
fluctuated,	the	surface	part	of	the	rock	expanded	and	contracted	alternately,	which	led	to	small	fractures	as	
time went on. Rainwater entered the fractures. As the weather changed and the temperature sunk below zero, 
the water in the fractures froze. A wedge of ice made the fracture wider. Finally, the fracture became so big 
that it caused the rock to split and a big piece of its edge to break off. The loose part rolled down to the bottom 
of the slope and split into dozens of jagged pieces. Frost weathering is a slow geological process. It is usually 
difficult	to	detect	in	the	landscape.	However,	fresh	fractures	in	rocks	and	boulders	tell	us	that	the	phenomenon	
still continues.

20. The Sotkajärvi esker and kames

During	the	deglaciation,	eskers	were	deposited	on	the	bottom	of	the	meltwater-filled	conduits	at	the	base	
of the glacier. The debris was washed and sorted into layers of gravel, sand and pebbles according to 
the velocity of the stream. The Lemmenjoki esker is part of the 150 km long esker sequence, which runs 
from south-west to north-east. In the Lemmenjoki canyon, it rises up to 30 metres high. At Njurkulahti, the 
unbroken, steep-sided ridge enlarges into rolling kame topography consisting of several parallel ridges. Dead 
ice holes are found between them that formed as ice blocks transported by the meltwater stream were buried 
in the gravel.
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21. The Ravadasköngäs waterfall

The Ravadasköngäs gorge and 7-metres-high waterfall are situated near the mouth of the Ravadasjoki river. 
They	make	up	one	of	the	best-known	excursion	sites	in	the	Lemmenjoki	area.	Ravadasköngäs	consists	of	
several falls in a row hidden deep in the gorge, which is originally an old glacial meltwater channel. In the 
upper part of the cascade, there are pothole-like forms. They have been eroded at the foot of the canyon walls 
along with the rock surfaces scoured by the meltwater. They bear witness to the erosive action of the glacial 
meltwater	in	the	final	phase	of	the	last	glaciations.	First	and	last,	Ravadasköngäs	is	one	of	the	finest	waterfalls	
in Finland. Its beauty is emphasized by huge amount of falling water all the year. 

22. A cascade at the mouth of the Morgam-Viibus stream

In	the	brooks	flowing	north-west	towards	the	lake	of	Ravadasjärvi,	there	are	three	small	waterfalls	which	
plunge wildly down craggy slopes. Their channels are narrow and steep, which indicates the youth of the 
brooks. The highest and most beautiful of them is situated at the mouth of the Morgam-Viibus stream. 
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23. Talus deposit on the shore of Morgamjärvi lake

Huge blocks cover the south-eastern shore of Morgamjärvi lake. They have been loosened by physical 
weathering from the vertical canyon walls and fallen to the lower slopes, forming talus deposits. Rock and 
snow avalanches are also common events in the steep-walled gorges during late winter. On the lower slopes 
and	floors	of	the	Vaijoki,	Lemmenjoki	and	Puskuäytsi	canyons	there	are	also	talus	deposits.

24. Lateral drainage channels on the top of the Jäkäläpää fell

Lateral drainage channels are meltwater channels which are almost parallel and slope gently down the 
slopes of the Jäkäläpää fell. Individual channels are a few hundreds of metres to a kilometre long and 1–3 
metres deep. They were formed during the deglaciation stage, when the glaciers were melting. In spring, the 
meltwater	flowed	from	the	ice	sheet	and	eroded	a	channel	in	the	slope	parallel	to	the	edge	of	the	ice.	When	
the	ice	became	thinner	in	summer,	its	surface	sank	a	few	metres.	The	next	spring,	a	new	channel	was	again	
formed below the preceding one. In this way, a series of parallel channels was formed, one below the other. 
Lateral	drainage	channels	reflect	the	thinning	of	the	ice	sheet	and	its	annual	recession,	which	was	in	the	
range of 120–170 metres in the Lemmenjoki area.
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4. GEOSITES

Gold History Sites
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Gold History Geosites
25. Gold Prospectors´ Huts at the Mouth of Kyläjoki
26. Ruikanmutka
27. The Lappi Farm at the Mouth of the Appisjoki (the Grounds of Annan Kaapi)
28. Kultala Crown Station
29.	The	River	Bank	of	the	Sotajoki	Confluence
30. The Liljeqvist Dredge and its Surroundings
31. Ritakoski´s Kultala Gold Village
32. Ritakosken höyrykone
33. Palsinoja (Raahe cabin)
34. Nulkkamukka – the Birth Place of the Gold Rush
35. Kultala (Gold Village) along Pahaoja Brook
36. The Kerkelä mining village (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
37. The Laanila white quartz rock and shaft (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
38. The Kuivakuru panning facility (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
39. General´s mine shaft (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
40. Carl Gustaf mine shaft (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail)
41. Prospectors´ mine shaft
42. The old cabin at Suomunruoktu
43. The memorial to Sauval-Aslak
44. Kultahamina – starting point of the trail
45.	The	site	where	gold	was	first	found
46. Morgamoja Kultala
47. Pihlajamäki
48. Karhu Korhonen´s Library
49. Korhonen



25. Gold Prospectors’ Huts at the Mouth of Kyläjoki

On the banks of the River Ivalojoki where the Kyläjoki tributary meets the main stream, the cottages built by 
Viktor Koivula in the 1970s are already crumbling and decaying. At the Timanttiköngäs rapids, there is a 
traditional Sámi-style dwelling, a kammi, which has been dug partially underground and lined with peat and 
timber. The site also has a sauna and an underground cellar. Viktor Koivula settled at the mouth of the Kyläjoki 
to	prospect	for	gold	in	1972.	Before	that,	he	had	roamed	the	gold	fields	of	Ivalojoki	for	more	than	forty	years,	
digging on the banks of the main stream as well as its branches Sotajoki, Palsinoja and Moberginoja, among 
other places. 

Viktor Koivula died in 1981 as one of the last Ivalojoki ‘lifers’. Seppo J. Partanen describes Koivula as a man 
who	travelled	his	own	path,	passing	his	time	on	the	gold	fields	developing	theories	on	anything	from	the	origin	
of gold to the future of mankind or war and peace. In the 1960s, Koivula was already trekking the deserted 
banks of the Ivalojoki and collecting the artefacts left behind by other prospectors, doing his part to preserve 
the relics of the former prospecting way of life. Partanen recalls Koivula as follows: 

“To me, he gave the impression of a wise, mature thinker whose guiding principles, or rather wise words 
spoken as if by accident, keep popping up from the back of my mind at unexpected moments.”
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26. Ruikanmutka

The Ruikanmutka bend has one of the richest gold deposits by the Ivalojoki, and prospectors have been 
digging there ever since the very early years of the gold rush in the 1870s. At the time, the claim was held by 
Matti Yliruikka from the village of Ruikka to the south of Rovaniemi. At its busiest, dozens of people worked 
at the claim. Yliruikka found so much gold that he was able to build the biggest house in the entire Peräpohjola 
region in his home village. In his time, a large house also stood by Ruikanmutka, but few signs of the building 
have been preserved to this day. 
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In the 1920s, the Ruikanmutka house was inhabited by Mikko Raudasoja aka Ruikan Mikko (“Mikko of 
Ruikka”),	who	is	said,	according	to	unofficial	records,	to	have	unearthed	a	370-gramme	gold	nugget	in	
Ruikanmutka – one of the largest ever found in Finland. Mikko was known in the gold areas for his sense 
of humour and love of music, making him an all-round popular fellow. This is how Viljo Mäkipuro describes 
Mikko in his book Kulta-Lappia ja kullankaivajia (“Gold Lapland and gold prospectors”): 

“He had an accordion and would grab any opportunity to play a tune. He had even taught his dog to dance 
to the rhythm of his whistling. He was so steadfast in his love of nature that he would not even hunt for food, 
even though there were many times that he would have needed the sustenance. He tamed an elk to keep as 
a pet, and the beast took up residence as a guard on Mikko’s yard. He said he’d even tried to tame a bear 
once, when one had lumbered by to have look through the windows. He was unsuccessful in that attempt, 
however, and the bear moved away from the area.”

The last resident of Ruikanmutka was a prospector from Parkano by the name of Unto Koivunen. He had 
first	come	to	Lapland’s	gold	areas	back	in	1936,	making	his	living	by	pearl	fishing,	logging	and	doing	odd	jobs	
for the prospectors. After the Second World War, Koivunen left for America to work on the logging sites there, 
but he returned after a few years to prospect by the River Ivalojoki and built a hut at Ruikanmutka which he 
named Ruikanhovi, or “Ruikka Court”. As building material, he used the remnants of other buildings in addition 
to new timber.

Koivunen	also	found	time	to	marry	and	work	as	a	florist	in	Ivalo,	but	in	the	70s,	he	decided	to	move	to	
Ruikanmutka to live as a hermit. He then built a new hut at Ruikanmutka and cleared a patch around it to 
grow	flowers,	potatoes	and	vegetables.	Koivunen	also	tried	his	hand	at	winter	prospecting,	but	without	much	
success. He lived in Ruikanmutka all year round until 1987, when he moved to the Kultamieskoti prospectors’ 
retirement home in Inari to live out the rest of his days. Seppo J. Partanen described Unto Koivunen as the 
epitome of the good old gold prospectors: a self-taught philosopher, a thinker matured by the solitude of the 
wilderness, the storms of the world and the adversities of life.

You can still see the remains of Koivunen’s old hut, chimneyless sauna, cold cellar, shed and outhouse in 
Ruikanmutka. The newer hut burned down in 1995. 

27. The Lappi Farm at the Mouth of the Appisjoki (the Grounds of Annan Kaapi)

At the turn of the 20th century, Gabriel Annanpoika Aikio, aka Annan Kaapi, built a house for his family on 
a	beautiful	riverside	meadow	at	the	confluence	of	the	River	Ivalojoki	and	its	tributary,	the	Appisjoki.	Previously,	
the site had served as a summer dwelling for the Sámi people. The family made their living by keeping cattle 
and	reindeer.	Kaapi	sold	reindeer	meat,	fish	and	milk	to	the	prospectors	in	exchange	for	gold.	After	a	few	
years,	he	took	his	family	to	live	by	the	River	Lemmenjoki,	as	the	winter	floods	were	very	hard	on	the	mouth	of	
the Appisjoki. According to legend, Kaapi hid his gold by the path running from the mouth of the Appisjoki to 
Kultala. It is said that, in addition to Kaapi, the hiding place was known only by his farmhand but that, on his 
deathbed, he also revealed it to his maid. Kaapi soon died, and the farmhand along with him. The maid,  
Anni Paadar, is said to have gone looking for the hidden treasure, and according to her own account, she 
also	found	it	but	it	gave	her	such	a	fright	that	she	fled	from	the	site.	So,	the	gold	may	still	be	waiting	to	be	
found in the place Kaapi originally hid it in. Annan Kaapi was the father of Kaapin Jouni, one of the most 
legendary	figures	in	Lapland’s	history.
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28. The Crown Station of Kultala

In 1870, i.e., soon after the gold deposit was discovered, the State built a base on the bank of Saariporttikoski 
on the River Ivalojoki to control and administer gold digging. At the station, the gold diggers’ permits were 
inspected,	the	gold	was	weighed	and	tax	was	imposed	on	it.	

The main building of the Kultala Crown Station was built at a brisk pace. The construction work began in 
March 1870 and they were able to move in at the beginning of June. The workers’ quarters were built on 
the	other	side	of	the	Kultala	grounds	in	order	to	accommodate	State	officials.	There	were	two	rooms	in	this	
building,	which	was	heated	by	fireplaces.	

There is still a stone-walled building partly dug into ground on the western side of the main building. This 
building was apparently used both as an ice cellar and a bakery. There is also a storage building on the 
edge of the grounds. 

There used to be a simple bar on the bank of River Ivalojoki at a distance of about 100 metres from the main 
building. There were two rooms in the bar. After the gold rush, the bar was no longer used and fell into ruin. 
The	last	logs	from	its	walls	have	probably	been	burned	in	the	campfires	of	hikers	and	gold	diggers.	

From the grounds of Kultala, a path runs down to the sauna located on the riverbank. The smoke sauna has 
remained in rather good condition although the sauna has been at risk of burning down on many occasions. 
Today the sauna is a museum building and is no longer in use.

The Active Years

The	Crown	Station	functioned	from	1870	-	1900.	At	best	there	were	38	officials	at	work,	the	highest-ranking	
of	them	being	the	State	official	who	supervised	the	mining	activities	in	Lapland.	There	were	five	policemen	
and	their	assistants	responsible	for	the	good	order	at	the	Crown	Station.	After	1875,	the	number	of	officials	
decreased as it was no longer compulsory to sell gold to the State.

In the summer of 1870 there were a total of 335 people working at the gold panning sites on the River Ivalo-
joki.	In	five	years	about	forty	log	or	turf	cottages	were	built	on	the	banks	of	the	river.	In	summertime	there	were	
500	-	600	people	(including	the	officials,	owners	of	claims,	gold	diggers	and	drifters)	living	in	the	gold	areas	on	
River Ivalojoki, and Kultala was one of the largest population centres in northern Finland after the towns. 

Aurora Borealis Research

Kultala on the River Ivalojoki also functioned as a base for aurora borealis research. Aurora borealis research 
concerning the polar region research programme, which was set up by the Finnish Academy of Science, was 
carried out at Kultala over two winters. An insulated copper wire bobbin was built on top of Pietarlauttanen 
Fell, and on at least one night, a ray of light was seen to rise from it to the sky. Research was continued in the 
following winter but new observations were not made.
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Restoring the Buildings

By the 1920s, the Kultala buildings were in poor condition. The Suomen Kuvalehti magazine, which was 
worried about the deterioration of this cultural site, paid for a new shingle roof for the main building in 1931. 
Otherwise the buildings were not maintained. 
The Lapin Kultala Foundation took the initiative to renovate the Kultala buildings under the supervision of  
the National Board of Antiquities in 1972 and 1982. The workers’ quarters, the bakery and the storage building 
were in bad condition and were therefore restored with the help of old photographs and drawings. The 
buildings were repaired for the second time in 2000. Metsähallitus took the initiative to protect the entire group 
of Kultala buildings which led to them being protected by a decree from the Ministry of the Environment in 
1994. 

In 1970 Metsähallitus built a two-room hut below the workers’ quarters for the use of hikers. The hut burned 
down in 1995. The new hut was completed in 1996 on the eastern side of the main building. One of its two 
rooms serves as an open wilderness hut and the other as a reservable wilderness hut.

29. The River Bank of the Sotajoki Confluence

At the mouth of the Sotajoki, where the tributary meets the River Ivalojoki, people have been prospecting for 
gold since the early days of the gold rush in the 1870s. A successful business tycoon, Johan Tallgren, from 
Helsinki was also lucky in prospecting, as he spotted one of the best gold sites by the Ivalojoki immediately 
upon	arrival	at	the	river	and	was	able	to	stake	a	claim	there.	At	best,	Tallgren’s	claim	produced	nearly	six	
kilogrammes of gold in a summer. He sold his claim in 1879 to another man from Helsinki, Master Baker 
Fredrik Ekberg, the founder of Helsinki’s well-known Ekberg’s coffee house.

The prospecting activities at the mouth of the Sotajoki reached their peak in the 1890s, when the east bank of 
the river was claimed by the Ivalo-Sotajoen huuhdontayhtiö gold panning company headed by Inari’s police 
chief, Xenofon Nordling.	A	large	find	was	made	on	the	banks	of	the	Sotajoki,	after	which	the	entire	high	bank	
was turned upside down in the hopes of new strikes. This can still be seen in the large piles of rocks and the 
several-kilometre-long ditches along which water was led from the Sotajoki to the panning site. The ruins of 
cabins and huts by the mouth of the tributary also probably date back to those days.

Gold prospecting was practised at the mouth of the Sotajoki up until the last few decades. In the 1980s,  
a	forest	road	was	cleared	to	reach	the	site,	and	attempts	were	made	at	automated	excavating	on	the	river	
banks. Today, gold prospecting is no longer practised in the area.
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30. The Liljeqvist Dredger and its Surroundings

On the south bank of the Ivalojoki, upstream from the Ritakoski Rapids, stands a large dredger built in 
1953‒54	by	Toivo Liljeqvist. As an engineer, Liljeqvist believed that the power of machines would enable him 
to get at whatever gold had been left in the ground from digging by hand. The gold mining machine, described 
as	dinosaur-like	in	appearance,	floating	on	pontoons	was	built	in	Tolonen	from	where	it	dragged	itself	along	a	
cable wire upstream to the Vaskisuvanto backwater. The machine was modelled after the dredging machines 
used	in	the	gold	fields	of	America,	Alaska	and	Australia.	The	machine’s	bucket	and	extractor,	operated	by	a	
diesel-powered engine, would lift gravel from the riverbed to a panning chute to which water was pumped from 
the river. However, not much gold was ever found at Vaskisuvanto, and the dredger was left deserted on the 
shores of the backwater after just one summer.

The dredger was restored in 1992 and can still be admired by visitors to the quiet waters of Vaskisuvanto. 
There are also old remnants of cabins and huts as well as dam structures and test pits. They probably date 
back to the digging site of Feodor Oesterreich from St Petersburg who prospected for gold at the site in the 
1870s. Oesterreich also did not strike it rich there, but moved elsewhere along the River Ivalojoki to continue 
prospecting.
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31. Ritakoski’s Kultala Gold Village

From the very early years of the gold rush, Ritakoski has been one of the central prospecting sites by the 
River Ivalojoki. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, Niilo Kyrö, Juho Kangasniemi, Frans Riestola,  
J. K. Enblom and August Puhakka from Inari, among other prospectors, came to Ritakoski to look for gold. 
In 1902, the Prospektor Oy prospecting company staked nine claims along the Ritaoja side brook.
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It was not until the 1910s, however, that the Ritakoski area began to really liven up. August Puhakka’s claim 
was signed over to Heikki Kivekäs in 1914, after which the Ritakoski mining community began to take 
shape. Kivekäs built all sorts of houses on the site: a combination of a cowshed, stable and barn as well as a 
workshop, sauna, mining cabin, a timber hut and a peculiar dog house that stood on a pedestal. In addition 
to these, Kivekäs established a sawmill and planing mill at Ritakoski. He had also begun to build his own gold 
village	at	Ritakoski,	but	he	never	had	time	to	finish	it.	

For	a	long	time,	the	people	living	at	Ritakoski	practised	a	form	of	self-sufficiency,	as	the	transportation	of	
food and other necessities would have been laborious and costly due to the long distances. At most, the 
village	housed	six	cows,	3–4	horses	and	some	sheep.	During	the	peak	years,	there	were	roughly	80	or	more	
people living in the community. The sawmill and planing mill were necessary, as Kivekäs was planning to 
commence wide-scale mining operations by the River Ivalojoki. The sawing and planing equipment was driven 
to Ritakoski in the winter along a wide track trodden by reindeer. Horses were needed to draw the steam 
engine. At the top of Ristiinamorosto Fell, there are some remains of a cable reel that was used to lower the 
machines down the steep slope. In addition to the buildings commissioned by Heikki Kivekäs, the Ritakoski 
Kultala village includes a storehouse, a public lavatory built from logs, Mr. Thiede’s vegetable cellar and the 
ruins of a miner’s cabin. There are also several mine shafts left behind by various gold prospecting companies 
in Kultala’s surroundings.

Building Engineer Heikki Kivekäs was one of the best-known rascals, heroes and swindlers in Ivalojoki’s 
gold mining history. Before settling at Ritakoski, he arrived at the Ivalojoki Kultala Crown Station in 1902, 
where he rented two rooms, a bakery and a kitchen at the east end of the village. Later on, Kivelä engaged 
in	various	kinds	of	business	in	the	gold	fields.	He	set	up	and	ran	several	gold	prospecting	businesses,	started	
building a large sanatorium and generally organised many other types of jobs as well. A large part of Kivekäs’ 
business operations were situated at Ritakoski but, later on, also at the Pahaoja brook off the Sotajoki 
tributary, where the Oy Lapin Kulta company established by Kivekäs was mining for gold. Steam boilers, 
excavator	buckets	and	other	work	equipment	can	still	be	found	there	as	reminders	of	former	operations.	When	
the business operations by the Sotajoki also came to an end, Kivekäs stayed in the area and built himself a 
hideout cabin with a sauna and granary by the Harrijoki tributary. In the end, Heikki Kivekäs went to gaol for 
forging	a	prescription	for	medical	spirit.	From	behind	bars,	he	still	planned	his	return	to	the	gold	fields	to	try	
his luck once more, but he died before he had a chance to earn his freedom. Kivekäs is remembered as an 
entrepreneurial, innovative and tough man. He took good care of his workers, and men would compete for a 
spot on one of his teams. Kivekäs was also a sly man, as described by Viljo Mäkipuro: 

“Hirvas-Nilla used to tell a story about a time when Commercial Counsellor Haarla visited Pahaoja. Nilla said 
Kivekäs had given him a pan, saying, ‘Go ahead and pan out a sample for the good Counsellor from that pit 
there.’ Nilla continued his story by saying, ‘And so I went and panned, and the result was a good batch of 
large nuggets, for Kivekäs himself had planted them at the bottom of the pit’.”

One of youngest buildings at Ritakoski is Moppe’s hut. Moppe, aka Laura Francisca Elvira Bono, was the 
Swedish-born daughter of an Italian circus director and a Swedish mother. As a young girl, she had performed 
as a trapeze artist in a circus, among other roles. Elvira’s father was killed in the Russian revolution, and 
mother	and	daughter	fled	to	Finland.	There,	Elvira	met	artist	Jalmari	Ruokokoski	while	modelling	for	him.	
The	union	led	to	marriage,	and	Elvira	joined	her	new	husband	on	an	ill-fated	artists’	expedition	to	Petsamo	
in 1918. She decided to stay in Lapland, and her life with Ruokokoski came to an end. In 1919, Elvira was 
married again to Mining Counsellor Ivar Hallén. Her second marriage was dissolved in 1927, after which Elvira 
worked as a matron for Luttojoen Kulta Oy at Ritakoski and, in the 50s, as a cook for Walter Thiede higher 
upstream by the Ivalojoki. She died as a married woman by the name of Elvira Sormunen in 1974. But what 
had originally tempted Elvira to stay in Lapland? Here is how Viljo Mäkipuro put it: 

“It was the nature, Lapland’s nature. And the peace. You’ll find no hustle and bustle here. 
In summer, there is sunshine night and day. And there ain’t a soul who wouldn’t love the clear waters and  
the untouched scenery. I have not regretted my life here once --.”
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32. Ritakoski steam engine

In April 1914, information was given that Heikki Kivekäs shall, the same and the following year, transport 
a	significant	amount	of	modern	gold	digging	equipment	to	the	River	Ivalojoki,	in	order	to	commence	major	
mining activities. Sawing and planing machines and a steam engine were probably transported to Ritakoski 
during this period. The steam engine was made by English company R. Garrett & Sons Engineers from 
Leiston. The machine was transported to Ritakoski during the winter, using a wide path stamped by reindeer. 
Horses dragged the locomobile on the sleigh, and the River Ivalojoki was crossed on the ice. On top of the hill 
Kristiinamorosto, there are still remains of a cable reel that was used in transporting the machines down the 
steep slope.

At the turn of 1920s, all of Kivekäs' property at Ritakoski was transferred to Nestor Toivonen, who, in turn, 
sold the sawmill, with the equipment and movables, to Oy Ivalojoki Ab in 5 August 1925. Ivalojoki Oy and the 
Boliden company have later used the remains of the buildings and the wood material that was abandoned 
at the sawmill for their own purposes. The Gold Prospector Museum and Metsähallitus have erected a new 
shelter for the steam engine following the original style of the sawmill. The steam engine has been cleaned, 
and the objects found in the surroundings have been collected and documented. The original name tag is in 
the Gold Prospector Museum collection.
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Lorem ipsum33. Palsinoja (Raahe cabin)

Palsinoja is a roughly ten-kilometre-long tributary to the River Ivalojoki. Its gold history starts in 1871,  
when a land survey engineering student from Haapajärvi, Johan Albert Piponius, staked a claim along 
Palsinoja	roughly	one	kilometre	away	from	the	mouth	of	the	tributary.	Within	the	first	few	days,	he	was	able	 
to	find	almost	100	grammes	of	gold.

The following summer, Piponius signed the claim over to Police Chief Xenofon Nordling, who hired  
25 men to work on the claim for the summer of 1872, leaving him 3.4 kilogrammes richer in gold. Nordling  
also claimed the adjoining area downstream along Palsinoja, but the proceeds from that claim remained 
scarce and, as the original claim also soon dried up, work on the sites ceased.

Slightly higher upstream along Palsinoja, Anders Leppäluoto, a sailor from Raahe, staked his claim in  
the summer of 1873. A crew of eleven dug up more than two kilos of gold at the claim, but this site also  
dried up within a couple of years. The workers from Raahe left behind a hut, known as Raahen Pirtti, on  
the site. The hut was renovated in the 1980s and again in 2012, serving today as a Metsähallitus rental hut. 
Other remnants of old buildings built by the men from Raahe can also still be seen in the terrain.

A road to Palsinoja was built in the 1980s. A former helicopter pilot, Heikki Korhonen, was planning to 
establish a tourism centre and an automated gold panning facility by the river. He got his business up  
and	running	in	1983,	and	the	first	couple	of	years	were	a	success.	Tourists	flocked	to	Palsinoja,	and	the	
destination	received	a	great	deal	of	attention	in	the	media.	The	press	was	buzzing	about	the	expected	big	
strike. In the autumn of 1985, however, the Katariina cabin that had served as the tourist café burned down, 
almost taking Korhonen along with it. And so Korhonen’s career at Palsinoja came to an end.

Lucky	strikes	were	also	experienced	at	one	of	Palsinoja’s	side	brooks,	Nenosenoja.	Seppo	J.	Partanen	 
writes about the realisation of the gold dream of Sulo Tunturi from Hämeenlinna as follows: 

“Sulo had imagined the moment dozens of times, and now the dream was about to come true.  
Within the first few shovel loads, there was a strange clang in the chute – different from the sound  
a rock makes when it hits wood. For that particular ‘rock’, Sulo did not need his pan, for he could make  
out the huge nugget of gold in the chute with his naked eye. He picked it up with trembling hands and  
went to wake up his mates. The nugget weighed 145.1 grammes and was named Veini after the  
Finnish name day of the date when it was found. Veini was the largest officially recorded nugget to  
have ever been found at Ivalojoki.”

Gold prospectors continue working at Palsinoja to this day.
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34. Nulkkamukka – the Birth Place of the Gold Rush

A geologist from Norway, Tellef Dahl, had come to the River Tenojoki region in 1865 and found gold. Inspired 
by	the	discovery,	the	Senate	of	the	then	Grand	Duchy	of	Finland	sent	an	expedition	in	1868	to	explore	the	
large	rivers	of	the	north	to	discover	whether	more	gold	could	be	found	there.	The	expedition	was	headed	
by the Assistant Director of the Mint of Finland, Mining Engineer Johan Conrad Lihr. In September of the 
same	year,	the	expedition	arrived	at	Ivalojoki.	They	stopped	by	the	mouth	of	the	Louhioja	tributary	where	the	
bedrock rises up to ground’s surface. In a short time, the men found 200 milligrammes of gold in the nooks 
and holes of the rock. The group continued on to the Ritakoski rapids and were again able to pan out  
10‒12	milligrammes	of	gold	each.

Upon	his	return	to	Helsinki,	Mr.	Lihr	reported	on	the	gold	expedition	to	the	Senate,	and	the	content	of	
the	report	soon	leaked	to	several	parties.	An	excited	group	of	prospectors	arrived	at	the	Ivalojoki	the	very	
next	year,	and	the	gold	prospecting	history	of	the	river	had	begun.	Not	much	more	gold	was	ever	found	at	
the mouth of Louhioja, though, but strikes were made at other sites along the main river. In 1987, the Gold 
Prospector Museum erected a monument in honour of Mr. Lihr some 300 metres upstream from the mouth of 
the Louhioja tributary.

On the banks of the Louhioja, there stands a cabin built in the 1920s by the Ivalojoki Oy company, which today 
serves as a Metsähallitus rental hut.
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Lorem ipsum35. Kultala (Gold Village) along Pahaoja Brook
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Hannu Postila from Sodankylä dug gold along River Sotajoki at Pahaoja Brook already in the 1880s. Gold 
digging	in	the	area	became	more	efficient	when	Lapin	Kulta	Oy	built	a	base	there	in	1925.	The	first	attempts	in	
automatic gold digging along Pahaoja Brook were in the 1920s. Railways, bucket conveyors and steam power 
machines were transported there. However, this was not very successful. Not much gold was found, and rocks 
made	the	mechanical	digging	difficult.

In	addition	to	the	buildings,	there	is	an	old	steam-powered	excavator	bucket	as	a	memorial	of	the	old	days.	
It was never used, because Lapin Kulta Oy went bankrupt in 1927. To power the bucket, the company had 
bought an old, 12-horsepower steam engine, but it was not powerful enough to move the bucket. In addition, 
due	to	a	dispute	between	site	foremen,	the	user	instructions	for	the	excavator	were	never	handed	over	to	
the company’s technical manager, Heikki Kivekäs. The name of the company did not disappear with its 
bankruptcy, however. A Finnish brewery, Tornion Olut Oy, bought the right to use the name in 1969. Nowadays 
Lapin Kulta is an internationally recognised brand of beer.

Gold mining was practised at Pahaoja up until the 1940s, when Jukka Pellinen, Heikki Kokko and Jaakko 
Isola, who later became Lemmenjoki legends, dammed and steered the Sotajoki to a new channel and dug 
out the riverbed.  As signs of their work, you can still see the 300-metre channel that was blasted across 
a spit of land downstream from the Pahaoja brook.

The Buildings of Pahaoja

The	current	main	building	is	made	up	of	two	parts.	The	side	which	is	closer	to	the	river	was	floated	from	
a kilometre away, from the mouth of Vuijemihaara brach. The other side of the building, on the left if looking 
from	the	porch,	which	has	an	open	fireplace,	probably	originates	from	the	beginning	of	the	1900s.	Outside,	
on the corner of the building, there is a short piece of rail, which was used as a bell for calling the workers for 
meal breaks during the time of Lapin Kulta Oy.

The huts of Pahaoja fell into ruin in the 1950s and 1960s, when Lemmenjoki became the most important gold 
digging area. By an initiative from the Lapin Kultala Foundation, the National Board of Antiquities organised 
renovation of the buildings in the 1970s, and built a shelter for the steam engine and 
a suspension bridge across River Sotajoki. A 12-km-long trail was also marked from between Patatunturit 
Fells to Kultala Village of River Ivalojoki.

Nowadays the buildings of Pahaoja are managed by Metsähallitus. One room of the main building serves as a 
rental hut and the other room as an open wilderness hut.
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36. Kerkelä’s Mining Village

As word of the gold spread, other mines began to spring up in the area. Mr. Kerkelä himself founded the 
Kerkelän Kultakaivos Oy Pohjola gold company. He subscribed for most of the company’s shares himself, 
leaving all other shareholders as minor partners. In the summer of 1902, the company had 150 claims 
employing	45	men	but	only	managed	to	find	25	grammes	of	gold.	The	shareholders	did	not	trust	Kerkelä’s	
assurances of the high gold content in the area’s ground and decided to hire Mining Engineer Hans von Post 
from Stockholm to inspect the job sites. Together with his assistant, Axel Solitander, von Post took several 
samples	and	concluded	that	there	was	very	little	gold	to	be	found	in	the	area.	Despite	his	findings,	von	Post	
encouraged Kerkelä to continue prospecting because his poor success may have been the result of a lack of 
experience,	inadequate	equipment	and	the	methods	used.	It	was	rumoured	that	Kerkelä	had	used	a	shotgun	
to	fire	gold	nuggets	into	the	gravel	bank	where	he	instructed	von	Post	to	take	his	samples.

Yet, even von Post’s report did not convince the partners and it was decided to close the business down.  
Some of the shareholders still had faith in Kerkelä though, and he was able to establish another mining 
company. It soon became clear, however, that it was hopeless to continue looking for gold. Kerkelä managed 
to sell his mine in 1906 to the Finnish-American Mining Company, involving, among other prospectors, the 
Joutsen	brothers	who	had	struck	it	rich	in	the	Klondyke	gold	fields.	The	collaboration	between	the	company	
and Henry Kerkelä ended up in court as he and his brother Matti sued the company for hundreds of 
thousands of marks in unpaid shares.

As	reminders	of	Kerkelä’s	efforts,	there	are	six	mine	shafts	in	the	area.	In	addition,	there	are	remnants	
of a dam and a building. 

“Kerkelä’s three-hole mining village is a valuable monument to one phase in Lapland’s gold history and a 
symbol of unwavering faith. This was not the only company for which huge effort and big money did not lead 
to the discovery of the parent rock. The end result was the same as in countless previous and subsequent 
endeavours: the companies closed down, but the faith lived on and was passed on to new companies and 
generations. Kerkelä’s gold mine gave birth to several new mining businesses whose operations were just as 
short-lived.” (Quotation from Seppo J. Partanen’s book Sankareita, veijareita ja huijareita.)
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Lorem ipsum37. The Laanila white quarts rock and shaft

The	systematic	exploration	of	Lapland	for	ore	commenced	in	the	very	last	years	of	the	19th	century.	Based	on	
the	explorations,	geological	maps	of	areas	rich	in	gold	were	drawn.	People	also	attempted	to	find	the	parent	
rock of the gold deposits. In 1898, Doctor of Geology J. J. Sederholm detected syenite and quartz seams that 
cut across each other by the Hangasoja brook and determined that it would probably be worthwhile looking for 
rock	gold	at	the	site.	The	first	to	stake	a	claim	there	was	Henry Kerkelä, a farmer from Kemijärvi. Previously, 
he	had	taken	his	family	to	America	to	learn	gold	prospecting,	and	he	even	had	some	experience	prospecting	
by the River Ivalojoki, where he had been mining for rock gold between the Patatunturi Fell and the river.

Kerkelä started work and by the summer of 1900, the mine shaft had reached a depth of 10 metres. According 
to his own account, Kerkelä had seen quartz, iron glance and gold in the cracks of the granulite gneiss. 
However,	the	shaft	filled	up	with	water	before	experts	had	a	chance	to	go	and	inspect	the	gold	find.	Kerkelä	
then dug another shaft 125 metres from the previous one and found large amounts of gold there as well. He 
continued to dig more shafts and found several iron ore seams. He sent samples to be analysed in Helsinki, 
Stockholm,	Hamburg	and	London.	The	analyses	revealed	that	the	gold	content	of	the	samples	was	significant	
– in the best sample, it was almost 100 grammes per tonne. People were starting to talk about the discovery 
of the “parent rock of Lapland’s gold”.
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38. The Kuivakuru panning facility

Kuivakuru (“Dry Gorge”) is one of the most famous and richest gold panning areas. Several of the largest 
nuggets in Finnish gold prospecting history were found here. There are many signs of gold digging from 
different ages on this site, e.g. steam-powered machines and more modern ones. There are the ruins of 
several old cabins and one newer cabin built in the 1960s; this cabin was still being used by gold diggers  
in the 2000s. 

This site belongs to the “Laanilan kultareitti” trail.
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39. General’s mine shaft

This site is located in a beautiful spot near the Hangasoja river valley. Gold digging is still going on today 
nearby. The mine mineral of this shaft is goethite. On the waste area of the shaft, there are plenty of goethite 
crystals.  

This site belongs to the “Laanilan kultareitti” trail.
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40. Carl Gustaf mine shaft

This site is located near Kuttura road. This mining district was the most promising site in Lapland at the 
beginning of the 20th century. The best samples proved to have more than 50 g of gold per tonne. Digging 
was	quite	focused	on	this	site,	and	the	deepest	shafts	in	the	area	are	found	here.	The	mines	are	flooded,	but	
large waste stone areas are visible. 

This site belongs to the “Laanilan kultareitti” trail.
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Lorem ipsum41. Prospektor’s mine shaft

The Prospektor Oy mining company was established in 1901. The birth of the company was partially 
influenced	by	the	promising	gold	finds	of	Henry	Kerkelä	by	the	Hangasoja	brook.	The	company’s	starting	
capital was 165,000 marks, a substantial sum in those days. Mining Engineer Emil Sarlin, who had studied in 
America, was appointed as chief engineer.

The company acquired 470 claims for the purpose of prospecting for rock and river gold. Among other places, 
there were claims by the Hangasoja, Tolosjoki, Palsinoja, Zellberginoja, Laanilauttanen and Luttojoki brooks 
and tributaries. The large number of claims was designed to stop competitors from entering the area. As the 
there	was	nothing	but	wilderness	in	the	area	at	the	time,	the	first	order	of	business	was	to	build	living	quarters	
for	workers	and	clerks.	Laboratories	and	smelters	we	also	fitted	inside	the	buildings.	In	addition,	the	company	
had to build roads, organise post and food deliveries and hire educated engineers.

In	1902,	the	company	employed	78	men	working	in	two	shifts.	The	most	important	of	the	six	mine	shafts	was	
in Laanila, which employed 30 men. The workers’ wages alone amounted to 70,000 marks.  The company 
acquired	steam	engines,	hoisting	gear,	pumps,	crushers,	explosives	and	other	necessary	equipment.	
Delivering	them	to	the	site	required	great	effort	and	expense.	Furthermore,	the	company	paid	for	research	
expeditions	to	America.		Not	surprisingly,	company	assets	soon	began	to	dwindle	and,	in	1903,	the	board	of	
directors made a proposal to the general meeting regarding the release of new shares. Chief Engineer Sarlin 
convinced	the	shareholders	that	they	were	yet	to	find	more	gold,	and	so	new	stock	was	released	and	the	
company received an injection of fresh funds to continue its operations.

The new capital was used to buy more machines, and the number of workers went up to 164 men at its 
highest. The mining focussed mainly on the shafts by the Luttojoki and Hangasoja. The new pumps purchased 
from America allowed them to be kept dry. The Lutto shaft soon reached a depth of more than 50 metres 
and the Carl Gustaf shaft by the Hangasoja more than 30 metres. The men worked night and day. In the 
end, however, the company again ran out of money. They had spent more than two million marks, while the 
finds	remained	modest.	This	time,	Sarlin’s	reassurances	and	the	board’s	plans	to	offer	privileged	shares	to	
sponsors were no longer enough. The funds accumulated by selling off the equipment and those collected 
from shareholders allowed the company to close honourably.

The mine is an interesting spot to visit situated on the network of day-trip trails in the Saariselkä area, about 
a	kilometre	from	Laanila.	The	company’s	main	office	was	the	first	building	in	the	Saariselkä	area,	but	was	
destroyed during the Second World War. Visits to the Prospektor mines are possible even on short day-trips. 
Today a small cabin stands on top of the Prospektor mining shaft from where visitors can inspect the old gold 
mine.
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42. The old cabin at Suomunruoktu

The gold deposits discovered in the River Ivalojoki in the latter part of the 19th century caused a gold rush that 
continued	into	the	20th	century	and	was	also	experienced	elsewhere	in	Lapland.	Hopeful	gold	prospectors	
also arrived in the Koilliskaira area. In the national park, you will still see some buildings and structures 
remaining from that period as well as some traces of gold prospecting in the terrain. The old Suomunruoktu 
hut dates from the gold prospectors' pilgrimage era.

The old Suomunruoktu hut in the Urho Kekkonen National Park has seen many different phases and has had 
many different uses. As far as we know, it was originally built as a sauna for gold prospectors in 1935. In the 
following decade, Suomen Latu renovated the hut for hiking purposes and in the war it functioned as a military 
patrol base. Today it is a historical sight in the basic zone of the Urho Kekkonen National Park
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Lorem ipsum43. The memorial to Sauva-Aslak

In the dream of Aleksanteri Peltovuoma (1892-1968) from Purnumukka, an old man with white beard showed 
him the place where to dig for gold. It was the summer of 1934. Crippled as Aslak was, he sent his nephew to 
search for the place. While the boy found no gold, Sauva-Aslak went himself to the foot of Tankavaara hill and 
returned with a bag full of coarse nuggets. The gold of Tankavaara was discovered.

Aleksanteri ”Sauva-Aslak” Peltovuoma was born in 1892 in a Lapp village of Purnumukka. Aslak made his 
living as a smith and a joiner. He was known as a man who willingly helped all his neighbours whenever 
needed. He injured his foot in a hunting accident and could no longer walk without crutches. Nevertheless, he 
continued his hunting trips. Aslak Peltovuoma ended his career as a prospector in Sotajoki in early 1950s. 

In	the	field	day	of	Gold	Symposium	in	2014	the	memorial	of	Aleksanteri	Peltovuoma,	the	finder	of	the	gold	of	
Tankavaara, was revealed at creek Lauttaoja.
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44. Kultahamina – starting point of the trail

The starting point of the Gold Trail is at Kultahamina. This was also the starting point for many gold 
prospectors in the Lemmenjoki region, and most hikers also start their trip from Kultahamina. An open 
wilderness hut owned by the Union of Lapland Gold Prospectors is situated at Kultahamina. Kultahamina can 
be reached by tourist boats running along the Lemmenjoki river, or on foot along the hiking trail close to the 
banks of the river.

Sites on the Lemmenjoki Gold Trail
Most	of	the	sites	along	the	Lemmenjoki	Gold	Trail	are	situated	along	the	existing	hiking	trail.	The	Gold	Trail	
brings together the sites, and information about them is being improved. The sites and various structures are 
also	being	renovated	in	connection	with	the	project.	In	addition	to	information	along	the	trail	itself,	an	extensive	
mobile information network is also planned for the Gold Trail. The project also involves setting up a website 
with a comprehensive information package about gold prospecting and prospectors.
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45. The site where gold was first found

The	discovery	of	gold	which	led	to	the	first	Lemmenjoki	gold	rush	was	made	by	the	brothers	Niilo,	Uula	and	
Veikko Ranttila. The discovery was made about 1.5 kilometres southwest of Kultahamina, near the mouth of 
Morgamoja creek. A small metal plaque is mounted on a stone near the site of the discovery. 
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Lorem ipsum46. Morgamoja Kultala

The site of the cabin of the famous “four gold diggers”; Jukka Pellinen, Heikki Kokko, Kullervo Korhonen and 
Jaakko Isola, is one of the sights here. The cabin became a central spot during the gold rush; during the 
liveliest	years	it	housed	a	post	office,	cafeteria,	inn,	and	even	a	general	store.	Of	the	original	buildings,	only	
the	traditional	Lapland	storehouse,	sauna	and	cellar	still	exist.	The	existing	wilderness	hut	is	constructed	to	
resemble the old cabin.
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The yard at Pihlajamäki is valuable in its entirety, with its old buildings and structures, which include the 
Pihlajamäki	cabin,	a	traditional	storehouse	from	Lapland,	a	sauna,	a	cellar	for	smoking	meat	and	fish,	a	
swing, a doghouse, etc. Old gold prospecting objects are also on display in the yard. A machine prospecting 
area, which will still be operational for some years, is situated in the immediate vicinity of the yard. After the 
prospecting has ended, part of the claim will be left untouched in order to demonstrate modern machine 
prospecting	(reconstructions,	machines,	information	signs,	etc.).	Things	to	see	will	include	the	excavator	with	
which	probably	the	biggest	amount	of	gold	has	been	excavated	at	Lemmenjoki.	
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Pihlajamäki (The old yard of gold prospector Heikki Pihlajamäki &  
the modern machine prospecting area)47.
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48. Karhu Korhonen’s Library

Close	to	Jäkäläpää	fell	stands	the	former	service	building	of	the	Jäkäläpää	fell	wilderness	airfield,	owned	by	
the	Union	of	Lapland	Gold	Prospectors	and	the	Finnish	Transport	Safety	Agency	/	Trafi.	The	building	is	known	
as “Karhu Korhonen’s Library” or the Jäkäläpää Cultural Centre. The library contains books which passers-
by can borrow and also leave their own books for others to read. Information signs about modern gold 
prospecting	are	placed	on	the	walls,	together	with	a	small	exhibition	about	Yrjö	Korhonen.	The	white	markers	
of the runway can still be seen on the ground at Jäkäläpää. 
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49. Korhonen

This is the site of the cabin of the late gold prospector Yrjö “Karhu” Korhonen (karhu means “bear” in Finnish) 
and the operational machine prospecting area of Jouko Korhonen. 
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Other Sites
50. The Korkia-Maura Ice Cave
51. Sallivaara Reindeer Round-Up Site
52. War History Trail
53. Ruijanpolku Trail
54. The Grounds of Kaapin Jouni
55. The Pitfalls at the Sotkajärvi Ridge 
Chain
56. Pielpajärvi Wilderness Church
57. Ukonsaari Island
58. Geologival Trail
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50. The Korkia-Maura Ice Cave

The Korkia-Maura island is located in the southern stretches of Lake Inarijärvi. The layer of ice on the bottom 
of the 15-metre-long, 1‒3.5-metre-wide and 1.5–4-metre-high cave on the island has not melted for hundreds 
of years. This kind of permafrost found in caves, eskers and mines is called microclimatic permafrost. It is 
formed when the winter cold is preserved throughout the summer in the middle of an esker or deep within a 
cave or mine. In recent years, however, the permafrost in the Korkia-Maura cave has begun to thaw more with 
each summer, as tourists visiting the site bring the heat in with them.

Throughout the ages, Inarijärvi’s fishermen have used the ice cave as a fish cellar. In the 17th century, it is 
said to have been used by the infamous destroyer of the sacred Sámi seidas, Päiviö Vuolab.

Today, the Korkia-Maura ice cave is a popular tourist attraction. The island has a boat quay, campfire site 
and a dry toilet. In summer, the island can only be reached by boat; in winter, you can reach it on skis or by 
snowmobile.

Source: Kejonen, A. 2007. Suomen 100 – Geologiset kohteet. Karttakeskus. Jyväskylä: Gummerus.
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51. Sallivaara Reindeer Round-Up Site

The Sallivaara reindeer round-up site comprises restored buildings and structures steeped in the atmosphere 
of days gone by. The wintertime round-up in Sallivaara used to last for weeks, and life at the pen was colourful 
and filled with hard work.

Sallivaara is located in the Lemmenjoki National Park, the largest remaining roadless woodland wilderness 
in Finland. The national park is a part of Sámi territory, with some of the indigenous people still making their 
living by reindeer husbandry and other natural sources of livelihood. 
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52. War History Trail

The main information board, and the starting point of the War History Trail is near the Koilliskaira Visitor 
Center.

Towards the end of the Continuation War (and end of WWII), the brotherhood in arms between the Finns and 
the Germans was about to end. Germany was bracing itself to keep control of Northern Lapland and protect 
the vital nickel mines near Petsamo.

Germany’s 20th Mountain Army was given the task of ensuring the supply of nickel and maintaining a road 
connection to Norway. In the spring of 1944 they started to pIan a defence post to be built in Tankavaara and 
the construction of the fortifications began in the summer. The post was named Schutzwall-Stellung, ‘the 
defensive wall post‘. This post can be found on the war history trail.

The post was designed so that it would cover a distance of roughly 20 kilometres on both sides of the road 
leading to the Arctic Ocean, from the Nattastunturit Fells in the east to the River Tankajoki in the west. In 
Tankavaara, the post became a tight row of dugouts and machine gun nests. Roads and bridges for service 
and withdrawal were constructed behind it. The construction required a large workforce and more than 3,000 
prisoners of war, soldiers and civilians were involved. 

Designed to be permanent, the post was left unfinished in the autumn of 1944 when Hitler commanded the 
German army in Lapland to withdraw into Norway. The post was only used to delay the Finnish pursuers.
Along the Tankavaara Nature Trail you will find quite a few signs of the fortifications, and some information 
boards describing them. 

Sallivaara with its cabins and huts is one of the few well-preserved large reindeer round-up sites from the 
old days. The round-up that took place in December and January used to last one or two weeks, and people 
gathered from near and far to participate. In the 1950s, a peculiar market tradition emerged at the site with 
evening markets and dances.

The cabins and fence structures were restored in the late 1980s. The structures are protected as monuments 
to Sámi reindeer husbandry with their valuable industrial and cultural history. The cabins and huts are still 
privately owned, but some of them are open to the public as either sights or open wilderness huts. The huts 
open to the public are maintained by Metsähallitus. 
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53. Ruijanpolku Trail

The Ruijanpolku Trail is part of an ancient route named Ruijanreitti, which formerly ran from the Bothnian Bay, 
across the Saariselkä fell area and all the way to Finnmark (Ruija) by the Arctic Ocean. As far as we know, 
Ruijanreitti is the oldest route in Lapland; it was mentioned in some documents as early as the 16th century. 
The use of the route ceased at the beginning of the 20th century. During the opening years of this millennium, 
part of Ruijanreitti was restored to become a hiking trail and marked again in the terrain between Lake 
Sompiojärvi and Laanila. 

The Ruijanpolku Trail runs in between the rugged Nattastunturit Fells across the Sompio Strict Nature 
Reserve. You are only allowed to move along the marked trails in the Sompio Strict Nature Reserve, i.e.,  
you are not allowed to turn off of the Ruijanpolku Trail. The trail continues through the forest landscape in  
the Urho Kekkonen National Park. The remaining 7 km run outside the national park taking you to Laanila. 
The total length of the marked Ruijanpolku Trail is 35 km. It is a summer trail that has been marked in the 
terrain. There are campfire sites, a lean-to shelter, duckboards in wetland sections and bridges for 
river crossing along the trail.
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54. The Grounds of Kaapin Jouni

The Grounds of Kaapin Jouni at the northern end of Lake Sotkajärvi in Lemmenjoki are a significant landmark 
in the area. It is the old homestead of a famous Sámi family. The most well-known man of the family, 
Jouni Aikio, better known as Kaapin Jouni (1875–1956), was the “reindeer lord” of his time, the head and 
patriarch of his family. Before Kaapin Jouni, the site was the home of the founder of the homestead known as 
Menes-Antti or Karhu-Antti (“Bear Antti”), Antti Juhaninpoika Morottaja (1853–1907). The homestead was 
established in the late 19th century and has remained occupied ever since. The last member of the founding 
family moved away from the homestead in the spring of 2004.
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55. The pitfalls at the Sotkajärvi ridge chain

River valleys have been favoured places for settlements since the prehistoric times. Also at Lemmenjoki there 
are signs of human activities from hundreds of years ago. In the National Park area have been found about 
700 pitfalls, which were used for hunting the Wild Forest Reindeer (Rangifer tarandus fennicus) until the 
1800s. Njurkulahti Nature Trail goes past a group of pitfalls.

As the Wild Forest Reindeer were getting few in numbers, and the Sámi people with their reindeer moved to 
the area in the 1800s, became reindeer herding more common in Lemmenjoki River Valley. At the same time, 
the first permanents settlements appeared. In the village of Njurkulahti, the main source of livelihood today 
is still reindeer herding, in addition to tourism. This can be clearly seen in the village scene and in different 
constructions. Most of the National Park area belongs to Sallivaara Local Reindeer Herding Co-operative, 
which has about 7 500 reindeer.

The state purchased the Grounds of Kaapin Jouni in 2002, and the site is situated in its entirety in Lemmenjoki 
National Park. There are very few sites of cultural historical value in the vast Lemmenjoki National Park.  
Other historically valuable buildings in the park are found at the old Sallivaara reindeer round-up site,  
the gold-digging area and the small cottage on the Grounds of Matti Musta. The Grounds of Kaapin Jouni  
are a significant addition to the whole of Lemmenjoki National Park.

A maintenance team has been appointed to the site to manage the restoration, use and maintenance of 
the homestead and its buildings, with the objective of preserving the area’s valuable Sámi cultural history 
and traditional landscape. The old items and artefacts preserved from the homestead have been inventoried. 
Under the supervision of the Sámi Museum, the items have been cleaned, photographed and listed as 
part of the museum’s collection. Metsähallitus signed the homestead’s inventory over to the Sámi Museum 
Foundation in the spring of 2008.

The Crounds of Kaapin Jouni is possible to visit with the local enterprises. 
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56. Pielpajärvi Wilderness Church

Pielpajärvi is the old centre of Inari. In former times, there was a winter village of Inari by the shore of this 
wilderness lake where people gathered to stay for the winter months. The church, built in the winter village  
in 1760, is one of the oldest buildings in northern Lapland. The reddish church stands on a stone field lined  
by a beautiful birch wood. A natural-state meadow now grows on the church grounds. 

The wooden wilderness church of Pielpajärvi is the second church in this very spot. All the remains of the 
first church, which was completed in 1646, have disappeared, and only the decaying foundations of a few 
buildings are left from the winter village. The Pielpajärvi Wilderness Church and the nearby areas form 
a nationally valuable cultural heritage area. It has also been classified as a regionally valuable landscape 
area.
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57. Ukonsaari Island

Ukko, or Äijih in the Inari Sámi language, is located in Lake Inarijärvi, some 11 kilometres east-northeast of the 
parish village of Inari. This island is exceptional: it has steep walls and boulder fields. Furthermore, it is more 
than 30 metres high, so it can be seen from far away. Ukonsaari is the most famous sacred place of worship 
amongst Sámi people in Finland. Rituals have been practised there for centuries.

The role of Ukonsaari Island as a sacred place of worship for the Inari Sámi people rapidly changed when 
the Sámi people were Christianised in the 17th century. The conversion work culminated in the construction 
of Inari’s first church at Pielpajärvi in 1646. The arrival of Christianity amongst the Sámi crucially changed 
the internal organisation of the siidas (i.e. the Sámi villages) and stopped, to a large extent, the practice of 
the ancient rituals. Nevertheless, some of the Inari habitants preserved their own belief system, or parts of 
it, alongside Christianity. Individual people and families made sacrifices on Ukonsaari until the 19th century, 
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58. Geological Trail

Geological Trail, 7 km, features the area’s geology, the area’s bedrock, the traces left in the area by 
the ice age as well as changes in surface formations. The beginning of the trail leads through forest landscape 
and climbs gradually to the slope of Jorpulipää. There is a rest spot on the shore of the beautiful Lake 
Koiranjuomalampi. From there the trail leads to a hanging bog. The rest of the route follows Kuukkeli Circle 
Trail. The trail is circled clockwise
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and it is known that reindeer antlers were still brought to the sacrificial site in the 1870s. According to a local 
legend, fishermen used to throw a coin in Lake Inarijärvi close to Ukonsaari Island and wish fair winds. 
The coins thrown by tourists onto the boulder fields are signs of a new custom related to tourism.

Today, Ukonsaari is important as a sacred place for Sámi people and as an archaeological and tourist 
destination. Ukonsaari is a significant part of the cultural heritage of the Inari Sámi people, and the island 
is important to local people from the perspective of their ethnic identity. It has been proposed that Ukonsaari 
be made into a UNESCO World Heritage Site for its cultural values. Visitors must pay their respects to 
the island’s cultural significance.
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Information Centers
59. Tankavaara Gold Prospector Museum
60. Koilliskaira Visitor Centre
61. Kiilopää Fell Center
62. Kiehinen Customer Service
63. Metsähallitus Ivalo Customer Service and Inari municipality´s tourist information
64. SIIDA – Sámi museum and Northern Lapland Nature Center and Inari municipality´s  
 tourist information
65. Lemmenjoki Nature Information Hut
66. Vuotso Sámi village
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60. Koilliskaira Visitor Centre

Koilliskaira Visitor Centre provides information on the history of Urho Kekkonen National Park or Koilliskaira. 
Visitors also learn about the area’s versatile nature, and the history of nature utilisation and hiking in Lapland. 
There is also an exhibition on birds of prey.

59. Tankavaara International Gold Prospector Museum & Golden World

Tankavaara is home for the only international museum in the world displaying the past and present of gold 
panning and prospecting. The modern exhibition area of over 2000 square meters covers the history of gold 
prospecting from the ancient Egypt 4000 years ago all the way to out days.

The exhibition is composed of museum items, documents and photographs. In addition to genuine gold 
nuggets, the visitor can admire the life-size copies of some of the biggest gold nuggets ever found in the 
world. The biggest of them is “Wellcome Stranger”, the huge 72-kilogram nugget found in Australia.

The basic exhibition presents the history of gold prospecting in Lapland starting from the rush to the river 
Ivalojoki in 1870s and later to the river Lemmenjoki all the way to recent years. The giant goldpan-shaped 
roof covers the Golden World, the international section of the Gold Prospector Museum with more than 20 
countries all over the world.

The sole purpose of The Gold Prospector Museum, like any other museum, is not just to exhibit specimens 
of a particular topic, but also to continuously carry out studies and research on the subject by means of 
researching and mapping old gold fields, interwieving people and studying old archives. Furthermore, the 
collected data must be processed in such format that it is useful e.g. for educational purposes. 
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62. Kiehinen Customer Service

The Kiehinen Customer Service Point in the Siula building in Saariselkä is a starting point for nature hikers.  
At Kiehinen you will find information and advice on the marked winter and summer trails in the area, and 
on the Urho Kekkonen National Park and the Hammastunturi fell area. The exhibition along the Ruija trail 
presents the area’s fantastic and diverse hiking opportunities.

61. Kiilopää Fell Center

Kiilopää Fell Center was founded in 1964 and is owned by the recreational organization Suomen Latu. At 
Kiilopää it is possible to conquer a fell, dip into an ice-cold lake, and ski under the Northern Lights. Or you can 
just kick back and enjoy the surrounding natural beauty, sense the arctic peace and quiet, and listen to exotic 
Lapland stories by the fireplace.

The centre offers its visitors - both individual travellers and groups - comfortable accommodation, tasty and 
hearty meals, and a chance to explore the Northern wilderness in a safe environment. Guided daytrips and 
evening programme are organized from mid-January to the end of April, in September, and during Christmas 
time. Trails for hiking and cross-country skiing (a network of 190 kilometres in total) leave from Kiilopää 
centre’s main building. Some of the trails run through the national park.
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64. SIIDA – Sámi museum and Northern Lapland Nature Center and  
Inari municipality’s tourist information

Siida is a central meeting place in Inari, the heart of the Sámi Area in Finland. It is a window on Sámi culture 
and the diverse nature of Northern Lapland. At Siida, you can acquaint yourself with changing exhibitions on 
culture, art and nature throughout the year. 

Siida offers the visitor both exciting experiences that appeal to many senses and expert knowledge.  
In the summer season, the indoor exhibitions of Siida are complemented by the cozy open-air museum.  
In addition to exhibitions, events that focus on culture and nature, as well as seminars, are arranged at Siida.

At Siida, the National Museum of the Finnish Sámi and the Nature Centre of Metsähallitus work together.

Inari municipality’s tourist information point in Siida provides information on the interesting sights, destinations, 
events, activities and services of the area.

Metsähallitus Ivalo Customer Service and Inari municipality’s  
tourist information 

At the Metsähallitus Customer Service in Ivalo visitors can find information on state-owned lands in  
the municipalities of Inari and Utsjoki. Tourism information provides information on local tourism enterprises 
and their services, no tax free refund services.

63.
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65. Lemmenjoki Nature Information Hut

Lemmenjoki Nature Information Hut has information on the natural features of Lemmenjoki National Park and 
on the hiking possibilities there. There is also information on the culture and livelihood of the area such as 
reindeer husbandry and gold mining.

A small permanent exhibition tells about Lemmenjoki area geology, nature and culture.

66. Vuotso Sámi village

Vuotso is the southernmost Sámi village. It is located in the northern part of the municipality of Sodankylä, 
and there are about 330 inhabitants in Vuotso. Lappish Market is organized annually in Vuotso, and it 
presents local Sámi culture and reindeer herding. Local lifestyle is presented by demonstrations, exhibitions, 
competitions, local products and Sámi music. At Lappish Market visitors  can buy Sámi crafts, music and 
literature and various products made of natural materials. Local delicacies like reindeer meat products, salmon 
and cloudberries are also available.
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4. GEOSITES

Geosites and Protected Areas
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Geosites and Protected Areas 
 
The following table describes the relationship of geosites and protected areas in the proposed Geopark. 
All sites are located in state-owned land.

Geological Sites

1. The Lihr rock and its bedrock outcrops  Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
2. Potholes at Ivalojoen Kultala Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
3. The Ivalojoki esker at Toloskoski rapids  Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
4. The Saarnaköngäs rapids Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
5. The Ainikkaharju esker Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
6. The Puoliväli spring Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
7. The Kulmakuru gorge Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
8. The Kiilopää ice lake and its spillways Urho Kekkonen National Park
9. The Rumakuru gorge Urho Kekkonen National Park,  
  the buildings are protected under  
  the Government Decree on  
  State-Owned Buildings 
10. The quartz vein at Hangasoja -
11. The Nälkäaapa mire -
12. The Kopsusjärvi delta Urho Kekkonen National Park
13. Lateral drainage channels at Teräväkivenpää Urho Kekkonen National Park
14. Melt water erosional forms on Tankavaara fell Urho Kekkonen National Park
15. Tor formations at Pyhä-Nattanen Sompio Strict Nature Reserve
16. Block field covering the Nattaset fells Sompio Strict Nature Reserve
17. Karhunpesäkivi erratic -
18. Hummocky moraine area at Kirakkaköngäs -
19. The Rahajärvi collapsed cliff -
20. The Sotkajärvi esker and kames Lemmenjoki National Park
21. The Ravadasköngäs waterfall Lemmenjoki National Park
22. A cascade at the mouth of Morgam-Viibus stream Lemmenjoki National Park
23. Talus deposit on the shore of Morgamjärvi lake Lemmenjoki National Park
24. Lateral drainage channels on the top of the Jäkäläpää fell Lemmenjoki National Park

Gold History Sites

25. Gold Prospectors’ Huts at the Mouth of Kyläjoki Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
26. Ruikanmutka Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
27. The Lappi Farm at the Mouth of the Appisjoki Hammastunturi Wilderness Area 
 (the Grounds of Annan Kaapi)
28. Kultala Crown Station Hammastunturi Wilderness Area,  
  a nationally important cultural   
  historical environment, also other  
  protection statuses for the separate  
  buildings in the area 
29. The River Bank of the Sotajoki Confluence Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
30. The Liljeqvist Dredge and its Surroundings Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
31. Ritakoski’s Kultala Gold Village Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
32. The Ritakoski steam engine Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
33. Palsinoja (Raahe cabin) Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
34. Nulkkamukka – the Birth Place of the Gold Rush Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
35. Kultala (Gold Village) along Pahaoja Brook Hammastunturi Wilderness Area
36. The Kerkelä mining village (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail) -
37. The Laanila white quartz rock and shaft  
 (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail) -
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38. The Kuivakuru panning facility (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail) -
39. General's mine shaft (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail) -
40. Carl Gustaf mine shaft (Belongs to Laanilan kultareitti Trail) -
41. Prospector's mine shaft -
42. The old cabin at Suomunruoktu Urho Kekkonen National Park
43. The memorial to Sauva-Aslak Urho Kekkonen National Park
44. Kultahamina – starting point of the trail Lemmenjoki National Park
45. The site where gold was first found Lemmenjoki National Park
46. Morgamoja Kultala Lemmenjoki National Park
47. Pihlajamäki (the old yard of gold prospector Heikki Pihlajamäki  
 & the modern machine prospecting area) Lemmenjoki National Park
48. Karhu Korhonen’s Library Lemmenjoki National Park
49. Korhonen Lemmenjoki National Park

Other Sites

50. The Korkia-Maura Ice Cave -
51.  Sallivaara Reindeer Round-Up Site  Lemmenjoki National Park,  
  protected under the Government  
  Decree on State-Owned Buildings,  
  also other protection statuses for  
  the separate buildings in the area 
52. War History Trail Urho Kekkonen National Park
53. Ruijanpolku Trail  Urho Kekkonen National Park (partly)
54.  The Grounds of Kaapin Jouni  Lemmenjoki National Park
55.  The Pitfalls at the Sotkajärvi Ridge Chain Lemmenjoki National Park
56. Pielpajärvi Wilderness Church  Protected under the Church Act
57. Ukonsaari Island -
58. Geological Trail Urho Kekkonen National Park
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5. GOLDHISTORY OF LAPLAND



Goldhistory of Lapland
The past
The oldest reference to gold in Lapland dates back to 
1546 in ”De Veteribus et Novis Metallis” by Georg Agricola. 
Further prospecting was not begun until 1836, when a 
block of auriferous dolomite was found near Kemi by 
J.G.Boucht. However, the goverment and mining authorities 
were interested in this find and the area was prospected 
throughly. Although the results were very poor, faith in a 
”bonanza” was not lost and the prospecting was directed 
further east to Kuusamo.

Due to a lack of professional gold prospectors, the 
government sent three men to the gold fields of Siberia for 
further training. After their return, a team of prospectors 
explored the Kuusamo area making thousands of test 
diggings. Unfortunately the results were not encouraging 
and prospecting ceased in 1850. 

More than a decade later, the gold of Lapland hit the 
headlines again.This time Tellef Dahl, a Norwegian 
geologist, on assignment from the Norwegian government 
was inspecting the mineral resources of Finmarken 
(northernmost part of Norway ) in 1867. He found four 
alluvial deposits on the Finnish side of the Tana river, which 
forms the border between Finland and Norway. Once 
again, the government decided to send an expedition to 
prospect the river and its tributaries. This expedition of 13 
men was led by Johan Conrad Lihr, a minig engineer and 
the manager of the Mint.

The team with all their equipment was laborously transported in rowing boats up the Ounasjoki river to its source. 
The Skietsim river, a tributary of the Tana, was reached on July 16th, 1868. They found no gold there. On the 
way down the river Tana, traces of gold were panned in numerous locations, but none of the deposits was rich 
enough for further mining.

The winter was coming when they finally turned back south. Against the will of his men, Lihr decided to try once 
more. The team turned towards the headwaters of the partially frozen Ivalojoki river. By mid-September they 
reached Nulkkamukka, near the Ritakoski rapids. Lihr himself washed the first panful of gravel and the result 
was promising. The yield of nineteen panfuls was 200 milligrams including a nugget of 60 milligrams. 
The ”bonanza” in Finland was born!

In 1870 the Kultala Crown Station was erected on the bank of Ivalojoki river. Pictured is an interior of Kultala. The building was an office of government representatives.
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The Ivalojoki district
The rumours spread and early next summer (1869) a number of gold prospectors made their way to the 
Ivalojoki river. The luckiest were two sailors, Jakob Ervast and Niklas Lepistö, who panned more than two 
kilograms of gold in three weeks. Another sailor, Edvard Björkman, found 600 grams. The news also reached 
St. Petersburg in Russia. A group of 15 men, led by Peter Nenjukov, staked their claim. Their results were twice 
the level generally considered to be profitable in Siberia.

The rush of 1869 brought about the need for rules and laws so as to regulate the claim process as well as to 
maintain order in the area. On April 8th, 1870, a declaration was announced by His Majesty the Emperor of 
Russia. According to this declaration, every law-abiding citizen of Finland and Russia, excluding Jews, was 
entitled to prospect and wash for gold in Finnish Lapland. The size of the claim and claim fees were also 
stipulated. The yield of each claim had to be carefully recorded. All the gold was to be sent to the Governor of 
Oulu for taxation (5-10%) and for redemption by the government.

In early spring in 1870 the ”Kultalan Kruunun Stationi” an outpost for representatives of the government, was 
erected on the bank of the Ivalojoki river. The community soon became the center of the area and it consisted 
of living quarters, an office, bakery and a boarding house. Access road were constructed and a simple hospital 
was built further down the river. 36 officials arrived in Kultala on June 12th, headed by Andreas Thoreld and 
his assistant J.C. Lihr. The staff included a surveyor, a Russian interpretor, an accountant and a group of 
policemen to maintain order.

  Year Amount of gold    Claim   Workers Workdays    Gold
  (grams)   per day

1870 19137.06 19 335 6663 2.87
1871 56692.05 22 491 19849 2.86
1872 55074.25 21 421 21461 2.57
1873 32047.40 23 317 13590 2.36
1874 22593.50 16 226 9185 2.26
1875 16978.50 9 118 5442 3.12
1876 9911.00 8 90 4462 2.22
1877 6972.00 6 66 3614 1.93
1878 5758.50 4 59 2302 2.50
1879 8184.50 12 70 3424 2.39
1880 17609.00 21 130 6873 2.56
1881 20464.35 53 265 7868 2.60
1882 19131.00 65 170 8573 2.23
1883 10100.00 34 150 5427 1.86
1884 6402.50 25 130 4185 1.53

Gold mining statistics from 1870 to 1884.

 
A swarm of gold diggers poured in from all over Finland and Russia, until there were 335 altogether. According 
to records, the output that summer was 19 kilos of gold – which averages about 4 or 5 grams per cubic meter of 
gravel. The Bank of  Finland purchased the proceeds at a

price of 3 marks 20 pennies per gram. The next two years were the busiest in the history of the Ivalojoki river 
gold rush. In 1871 the number of diggers totalled about 500 and equalled the entire population of the Inari 
district. The official records indicate 56 kilos of gold, but this may be one third of the true amount. Smuggling to 
Norway was common in order to attract a higher price and to dodge taxes.

The number of prospectors rapidly declined in the next few years and by the turn of century only a couple 
of oldtimers remained in the diggings. The records for the first thirty years of the gold rush give a total of 
approximately 600 kilograms of gold. The true figures should be considerably higher due to the inofficial export 
to Norway, which was mentioned above.

By the end of the century, in 1898, manager of  the Geological Commission, Doctor J. J. Sederholm carried 
out investigations along Hangasoja creek in Laanila. The prospecting indicated the presence of gold in the 
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bedrock and Sederholm´s assistant, Henry Kerkelä, a man with experience of Alaska gold fields, staked this 
claim. Kerkelä worked it for several years. In 1901 he founded a company, Kerkelän Kultakaivos Oy Pohjola, 
employing 45 men. Despite poor results, he managed to persuade his financiers so that mining continued until 
1907. Later there have been suspicions that the richest samples from Kerkelä´s mine actually originated in 
Alaska.

No matter what the truth is, a wide interest in gold mining was created. In 1901 Prospector Ltd. was founded 
to survey the Ivalojoki-Laanila district on a larger scale. Bases were built in Laanila, Tolosoja, Moberginoja, 
Hangasoja and Lutto. Also a modest service road was built from Sodankylä to Laanila. By 1902 the company 
had 78 workers and during the year the number rose to 164. Manual work was supplemented by machines; 
among them were two steam engines from America.

Prospector Ltd. had  450 claims between the Ivalojoki river and Laanila. Working in the shafts continued all year 
round, day and night. The deepest shaft was in Lutto and reached a depth of  51,5 meters. The total number of 
shafts was ten, most of which are still open, although filled with water.

Working in hostile climatic conditions in the remote wilderness consumed financial resources at a rapid rate. 
Because the results remained unsatisfactory, british financiers withdrew from the enterprice and mining was 
discontinued on May 25th, 1903. The mother lode of Lapland´s gold still kept its secret.

Heikki Kivekäs is one of the best known charaters in the gold mining history of Lapland. He arrived in the 
Ivalojoki district in 1904 and worked there for the next twenty years organizing various mining projects in 
several companies. One of his main ideas was to dam the Ivalojoki river so as to reach the bottom of the 
riverbed. Damming the Ritakoski rapid was among his major ventures. A steamoperated sawmill and planing 
machinery were hauled to the site to provide boards and planks for the dozen or so buildings of the mining 
village, but due to the thorough and costly preparations, the british and russian financiers abandoned the 
project before the actual mining had even started.

Next on the scene was engineer W. Hall, who carried out extensive studies on the prospects and the possibility 
of machine-operted gold mining in Lapland before the first World War. Based on the positive results of his 
studies, as well as those of Professor Pentti Eskola, a new minig company, Oy Ivalojoki Ab, was founded in 
1925.

The main site was at Kuivakuru in Laanila, with an estimated potential of 170 kilos of gold. The gravel 
of Kuivakuru, dug by a steam-operated dredger, was hauled on a narrow gauge railroad down to the 
steamoperated washing plant on the bank of the Tolosjoki river. Here the final separation of gold from the pay 
dirt took place behind closed doors.

Another mining site was at the Ritakoski rapids. According to surveys and probes, the gold potential of this 
area, in spite of earlier diggings, was still more than 1000 kilograms. Dams were build to reach the riverbed but 

Kultala Crown Station by the Ivalojoki river is now a museum area. In the most active time of the gold rush, in 1870s, there was a whole village with eg.  
a bakery, a saloon, houses for workers and offices for the government representatives. In the front area of the picture is a cellar, and the main building is in  
the background.
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severe floods washed them away. Personal disputes and excessive operating costs finally led to the inevitable 
– all activities ceased in 1927.

In the meantime, another gold mining company, Lapin Kulta Oy, saw the light of day. Rafael Haarla was the 
main financier, while Heikki Kivekäs was the chief organizer and foreman of the company. In his earlier years in 
Lapland, Kivekäs had proved the Härkäselkä area, some 20 kilometers west of Laanila. The new company built 
its main base there; first a road and then a sawmill and housing for the workers. Because the mine was situated 
in a dry ravine, washing water had to be ducted more than 2 km from a well at the base. Once again these 
costly and laborious preliminary projects consumed all the available financial resources before the mine was 
opened. This was the demise of Lapin Kulta Oy.

Before this happened, however, working continued on company´s second site by the Sotajoki river at the mouth 
of the Pahajoki creek. All necessary buildings were completed and several hundreds of meters of water duct 
was constructed to bring washing water to the diggings. A large American dredger, dismantled into parts, was 
hauled to mine in the winter. When the digger was finally reassembled, and only after a lengthy correspondence 
with the manufacturer, it proved to be useless. Without a load, the machine worked satisfactorily, but the steam 
pressure was insufficient to lift a scoop full of gravel. From then on digging was carried out manually until the 
end of the company.

As we have seen, both attempts to dig gold using mechanical equipment proved to be unprofitable. The lack 
of success in both cases was due to the harsh conditions of the wilderness. The machines were heavy and 
clumsy and proper service was unavailable. In addition, the preparatory work was too costly and laborious 
to maintain the faith of the financiers. No matter how unsuccesful those companies were economically, they 
nevertheless produced a lot of geological data on the occurrence of gold in Lapland.

New strikes – Tankavaara
New gold companies were yet to emerge. The nature of their activities was to stydy and survey. No active 
mines or diggings were established, but individual prospectors continued working on numerous claims in 
several separate fields.

The year 1936 was a new page in Lapland´s gold history: A new field was found in Tankavaara, further south 
from the existing ones near the village of Vuotso. Almost seventy years earlier Lihr had found traces of gold 
along Tankajoki river, and some other confirmations had been recorded but this was the year when the gold of 
Tankavaara was actually found.

An old Sámi, Sauva-Aslak Peltovuoma, from the nearby village of Purnumukka, saw this place in a dream. 
Crippled as he was, neighbours helped him to the site at the foot of Tankavaara, near the source of Lauttaoja 
creek. They did find a rich deposit, which was easy to work by simple methods. Other villagers, who had been 
working in the Ivalojoki area, moved to Tankavaara. The local people staked no claims, but there was a mutual 
agreement not to dig less than three meters from someone else´s digging.

Traces of elongated ditches, running side by side a 
few meters apart, are still visible there. After two years 
of peaceful digging and panning, Werner Thiede, a 
German architect, claimed this field in the name of his 
Finnish friend in an attempt to establish a large-scale 
gold mine. He constructed a conveyor belt system to 
transport pay dirt to the washing sluice. Due to lack of 
sufficient water in the creek, two wells were excavated 
in the bedrock. Of all the original buildings in the area 
one still remains. In 1939, just before  
the Winter War, Thiede was expelled from the country.

Max Peronius continued working in Tankavaara after 
the war. In 1946 he was killed in an explosion while 
dismantling war-time landmines left behind by the 
retrieting German army. The work was continued by 
his stepsons Jouko and Tauno Virtanen until 1953. 
Later, Tankavaara has been the target for various 
excavations carriedout by the Geological Survey.
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The fabulous Lemmenjoki river
The first known attempts to find gold from Lemmenjoki river date back to the days of the rush to Ivalojoki river. 
By the turn of the century, as many as 60 claims were recorded along the river. The prospectors applied the 
same methods which had been used to advantage in Ivalojoki river, but without succes. In the Lemmenjoki 
river, gold occurs along the tributaries at some distance from the main river.

In 1945 a local man, Niilo Ranttila, advised his three sons, Niila, Uula and Veikko, of potential gold deposits in 
the area. It took the wholesummer of test panning until they struck gold in mid-September. In a short time they 
managed to wash 40 grams of coarse gold.

News of the discovery spread relatively slowly. The 
next summer brought some new prospectors, Niilo 
Raumala among them, to the creeks between the 
gently sloping hills of the Lemmenjoki river fell district. 
By 1948 the whole area had been claimed. More than 
200 men worked these claims from 1949 to 1951. 
Quite a number of gold seekers gave up in a few days, 
simply because they could not become millionaires 
overnight, as they had dreamed!

Regular boat transport was arranged in 1950 to carry 
passangers, goods and mail to the gold district. Later 
that summer the prospectors, in a cooperative venture, 
cleared a landing strip on top of Martiniiskonpalo  
hill and Jukka Lindström opened an air route between 
Lemmenjoki river and Ivalo. In the early years all work 
was manual although the potential of machines was considered. Kullervo Korhonen, a member of a team of 
four experienced gold prospectors, suggested the purchase of a caterpillar digger as a joint venture. He could 
not, however, persuade the others, so he did it alone.

The caterpillar digger was hauled to the gold creeks through a roadless wilderness by a crawler in the winter 
of 1951. The next two summers proved that the circumstances were against the full use of the caterpillar. Gold 
occurred in cracks and crevices and other places inaccessible to the heavy machine. Its use was limited to 
removing barren top soil and to opening drainage ditches. Finally, deeply in debt, Kullervo Korhonen had no 
choice but to haul his machine back to ”civilization”.

There was a sudden collapse in the price of gold in the early 1950´s. The significance of natural gold of Lapland 
was not recognized. Soon the gold creeks were left empty except for a few tough oldtimers. Despite the 
fluctuation of prices, these men remained faithful to the wilderness and their profession.  
Their dedication maintained the tradition of gold prospecting in Lapland.

This tradition and the history of gold in Lapland is not yet ended. Natural gold nuggets are valued highly - even 
to the extent of making imitations for jewelry. The appreciation of gold is reflected in the increasing number of 
new prospectors. The number of true professionals will hardly grow, because of the tough life and the working 
conditions in the wilderness which lack the comfort of modern amenities. But as a hobby for summer holidays, 
digging gold has won the hearts of a great number of men and women.

The new goldrush
The goldpanning competitions, the Gold Museum and regular publications have helped to publicise the gold of 
Lapland. The romance of the wilderness contributed to the gold fever which derived from the prices of  
the jewellery being made from the big, gold nuggets. As the selling price could be ten times the value of  
the gold, hundreds of gold miners would rush to Lapland´s gold-bearing every spring.
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6. GEOKULMA PROJECT AND 
RICHARD WATSON’S REPORT



GeoKulMa Project
The idea about the Golden Geopark of Lapland was born several years ago, and in 2011 there was  
a project whose aim was to gather information, in order to understand what would be needed for joining  
the European Geopark Network. The project was called “GeoKulMa” (Project code A31779), and it took  
place 1.4.2011-31.3.2012.

Results of the GeoKulMa Project were the following: better understanding of the cultural and nature 
values (gold history and geology) of Ivalojoki River Valley, and a seminar about these themes. During 
the project, an advisory visit to the area was made by Mr. Richard Watson, as a representative of EGN. 
The results and findings of the GeoKulMa Project, as well as the report by Mr. Watson, have been very 
useful in writing the membership application, and planning the future of the Golden Geopark of Lapland. 
Especially, the main geosites in the Ivalojoki River Valley were already well studied in the previous project, 
and Mr. Watson’s report gave guidelines what to focus on.   

The following is the report by Mr. Richard Watson from his advisory visit to the proposed Golden Geopark 
of Lapland area, in June 2011. 
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Advisory Visit to the suggested Golden Geopark of Lapland  

in Finland 
by the European Geoparks Network  

from 13th to 17th June 2011 
 
 
Adviser from the European Geoparks Network   
Mr. Richard Watson,  
Manager,  
Marble Arch Caves Global Geopark,  
Northern Ireland (UK).  
 
Facilitators in Lapland 
Kauko Launonen, Tankavaara International Gold Museum 
Inkeri Syrjanen, Tankavaara International Gold Museum 
. 
 
1. Methodology 
 
This advisory visit to the proposed Golden Geopark of Lapland took place over 
five days from 13th to 17th June 2011 and consisted of three key elements. 
1. Visits to museums, exhibitions, tourist information centres, information points 
and tourist accommodation providers. 
 
2. Field trips to various wilderness areas, parks, geological sites and  trails. 
 
3. Information meetings and discussion sessions with key stakeholders. 
 
(See Advisory Visit programme at Appendix) 
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2. Regional Setting 
 
The name ‘Golden Geopark of Lapland’ is currently only a conceptual title as 
the geopark proposal has not yet been formalised.  The proposed geopark is in 
the Lapland region of Finland inside the Artic Circle and, while the area of the 
suggested geopark has not yet been decided, it is likely to be geographically 
large. The western boundary of the geopark will probably be the Finnish border 
with Sweden and, in the east; the geopark boundary will most likely be the 
Finnish-Russian border.  
 
Lapland is the largest province in Finland and the principal municipalities in the 
proposed geopark area are Inari-Ivalo and Sodankyla.  Rovaniemi, the capital of 
the Lapland Province, lies 250 kilometres to the south and, although it is not in 
the geopark, it will be a major gateway for it. 
 
Despite its large size, the region has a relatively small population as Lapland is 
one of the most sparsely populated regions in Europe.  Most of the population of 
the region is scattered along the major north-south roads with small villages and 
single farms along minor roads leading off the main routes.  Much of the land is 
in government ownership including large areas of countryside that have little or 
no permanent population and are set aside as protected wilderness areas.  There 
are also a number of national parks in the region that are expected to be in the 
geopark. 
 
The business growth outlook for Lapland is based on industries related to natural 
resources; the increase of mining operations and energy production, landscape 
and cultural tourism, cold temperature and winter technological expertise. 
Forestry and farming also form part of the regional economy but have declined 
in importance in recent years.  Consequently, there is a significant rural 
depopulation shift as many young people leave the land because of poor 
economic prospects. 
 
 
3. General Findings 
 
At the present time, the concept of a geopark in the Lapland area of Finland is 
an idea rather than a firm proposal.  However, there are a number of relevant 
factors that suggest that it should be possible to develop a successful geopark in 
Lapland. Although the region is not currently operating as a de facto geopark, it 
does have some important advantages that will work in its favour if the regional 
authorities and local communities decide to develop a geopark. 
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3.1 Geology 
The bedrock geology of northern Finland is part of the Fennoscandian Shield 
and consists mainly of Arcean granite gneiss-greenstone terrains and 
Paleoproterozoic schist belts as well as some sedimentary deposits.  Lapland is 
one of the most significant gold mining regions of Europe with most of the 
historic gold panning and dredging activity focussing on placer or riverine 
deposits in the proposed geopark area making it of international significance for 
its geological heritage. Today, there are large, modern, open cast and deep gold 
mining operations carried out at Kittila, to the south and outside the geopark 
region.  
 
The most predominant influences on Finland’s and Lapland’s geography were 
the continental glaciers that scoured and gouged the country’s surface.  When 
the glaciers melted about 10,000 years ago, they left behind massive Quaternary 
landform deposits such as moraines, drumlins, eskers and outwash boulder 
fields.  Other indications of the glaciers’ presence are the many lakes found 
throughout Finland.  The force of the moving ice sheets gouged the lake beds 
and the melt waters helped to fill them.  The recession of the glaciers is so recent 
(in geologic terms) that modern-day drainage patterns are immature and poorly 
established. The direction of glacial advance and recession set the lakes and 
streams in a general northeast to southwest lineation. Inarijarvi is one of 
Finland’s largest lakes and has many islands while to the north east are hundreds 
of smaller lakes. Upland Finland extends above the Artic Circle into Lapland 
where the countryside may be flat, undulating or rugged including Finland’s 
highest points at an elevation of about 1,000 metres. 
 
The extensive Quaternary deposits cover the landscape to a considerable depth. 
Consequently, there does not seem to be many significant naturally occurring 
exposures of the bedrock except along rivers where there are extensive crags.  
Consideration should be given to identifying and interpreting suitable bedrock 
sites in the geopark.  There are undoubtedly a number of interesting 
geomorphological features in the proposed geopark such as the river bank 
terraces along the Ivalojoki, which could be interpreted for visitors. 
 
 
3.2 Tourism  
Tourism is a key industry in Lapland that makes a major contribution to the 
regional economy.  The tourist season continues throughout the year despite the 
great contrast between the warm summer months of the Midnight Sun when the 
sun never sets, to the harsh winter conditions of the Artic when the sun never 
shines. Significant numbers of visitors arrive from various countries including 
Norway, Sweden, Russia, Germany, the Netherlands, France, the United 
Kingdom, Japan and the USA.  
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Generally, the region’s tourism attractions, museums, outdoor activity facilities, 
hotels and other accommodation and tourist information centres appear to be 
attractive, well managed and operating to a high standard 
 
The Finnish Tourist Board has identified five key strategies for the ongoing 
development of the Lappish tourism industry – Gold, Nature, Sami Culture, 
the Northern Lights and Santa Claus – that appear to form a good fit to the 
Global Geopark model. 
 
Gold mining or, more accurately, gold panning and dredging of placer or 
riverine deposits is a long established traditional activity in the proposed 
geopark.  In the 18th and 19th Centuries, Lapland underwent a major gold rush 
with several distinct phases of intense mining activity.  Nowadays, gold panning 
is carried out by relatively few hobby enthusiasts under licence controls imposed 
by the government of Finland.  The Tankavaara International Goldmining 
Museum tells the story of gold panning from around the world with particular 
emphasis on the history of gold exploration in Lapland and is closely linked to 
the World Gold Panning Association. Elsewhere, the 80-kilometre Kultakaira 
Trail follows an historic gold panning route along the Ivalojoki river and hikers, 
canoeists, rafters and jet boat parties can stop overnight in original prospectors 
cabins and encampments dotted along the river banks. 
 
Nature is evident in Lapland with huge tracts of mixed, native birch and pine 
forest, open heath or tundra, bogs, lakes and rivers.  Biodiversity is rich and 
varied with notable large mammals such as brown bear, wolves, reindeer, elk 
and wolverine alongside important bird populations including eagles, hawks, 
owls, ptarmigan and duck.  The nutrient-poor forest floors are carpeted with 
ground-hugging shrubs, mosses and lichens supporting small mammals such as 
lemmings and large numbers of insects. The lakes and rivers support large 
numbers of fish including Artic char, salmon, trout and pike. Various designated 
wilderness areas and national parks allow visitors to enjoy nature and offer a 
good variety of summer walking trails, camping huts, canoe trails and white 
water rafting. 
 
The Sami people of Lapland who live across the northern stretches of Norway, 
Sweden, Finland and Russia are the only original people left in the entire area of 
the European Union. Even though the Lapp culture has changed and partly 
assimilated into the dominating culture, its language, literature, music, 
handicraft skills and visual arts remain vital. Lappish life has a special, intimate 
and respectful relationship with nature that is reflected in the shamanic traditions 
of the Sami people.  Not surprisingly, the internationally significant Sami 
culture plays an important part in the regional tourist industry and this is 
displayed to great advantage at the excellent Sami Museum at Inari. 
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The geopark is a prime area of the Artic for enjoying the Northern Lights with 
many hotels offering special winter packages, particularly for Japanese visitors 
who arrive in large numbers to see the winter night sky.  Other visitors to the 
region can also enjoy winter sports such as cross-country skiing, skidoo trails 
and sleighing often using marked trails crossing frozen lakes and rivers. 
 
The story and culture of Santa Claus is a significant part of world culture and is 
a major element of the regional tourism offering of Lapland, which attracts very 
many visitors throughout the year.  There are a number of Santa Claus activities 
and winter excursions on offer in the geopark area.   
 
In general, the gold mining heritage, natural history and culture of the region are 
all highlighted at a number of high quality museums, national park centres, other 
tourist attractions and information centres.  Equally, these aspects of the region’s 
heritage are also interpreted in a professional manner through site information 
panels, guided tours, films and a wide range of publications.  Some aspects of 
the regional geology are covered in good detail at these tourist facilities, at field 
sites and in publications but more could be done to tell visitors about the 
dramatic events that formed the bedrock and drift geology of Lapland. 
 
 
3.3 Education 
Due to the region’s small population and distance from major cities in Finland, it 
does not have a large school population and most university education is centred 
in other parts of Finland.  Local school children from rural areas often travel for 
one hour or more to get to school and again to return home in the evening.   
 
These extended travel times present challenges in developing education 
programmes to museums, national park centres and other tourist attractions that 
are remote from principal towns. Equally, the distances from major population 
centres elsewhere in Finland means that schools groups in other places do not 
routinely travel to the region.  Travel times and associated costs make it 
challenging to establish outdoor education programmes for schools or university 
groups at the more remote sites in the proposed geopark. Alternatives such as a 
residential field studies centre or teaching visits to local schools by geopark 
educational staff are possibilities that could be considered in the planning and 
development of the geopark. 
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4. Protection of geopark sites and areas 
 
Certainly, there is an impressive variety of protected areas in the region and 
many sites appear to be under some appropriate form of statutory management. 
 
However, without knowing the final list of sites and areas that will be included 
in the proposed geopark and how they will be managed; it is not possible to 
form an opinion on the overall level of protection that will exist in the geopark. 

 
 
5. Sale or removal of Geological Material 

 
At the moment, the Tankavaara International Gold Mining Museum and some 
other museums and tourist information points sell geological material – rocks, 
fossils and gem stones.  Most of the material on sale appears to be imported 
from outside Finland. The sale of this type of geological material contravenes 
the Global Geoparks charter, which prohibits the sale or removal of geological 
material in any facilities linked to any Global Geopark. 
 
Some limited gold panning by mostly hobby prospectors is allowed under 
government licence in some parts of the region.  Some of the centres sell gold 
nuggets either in loose form or as mounted jewellery and some of these nuggets 
cost considerable sums of money. 
 
In addition, the gold mining museum at Tankavaara also enables visitors to carry 
out the traditional local mining activity of panning for gold.  Gold panning 
enthusiasts come from all over the world to take part in organised gold panning 
championships at the museum.  These activities do not take place in natural 
areas and are restricted to specially prepared gold panning areas where gravel is 
repeatedly seeded with tiny quantities of gold.  The intention is to give visitors 
an authentic experience of traditional gold panning and most visitors are either 
given or purchase tiny particles of gold as souvenirs of their visit.  The gold does 
not come from the site and is apparently produced elsewhere in Finland under 
relevant mining licences. 
 
Clearly, the sale of imported geological material is not allowed under the Global 
Geoparks charter and this activity must not be taking place in any facilities 
linked to the proposed geopark before an application for Global Geopark status 
could be submitted. 
 
Global Geopark status does not necessarily impact on legitimate mining 
activities carried out under licence by the government of the country concerned 
provided the mining is not linked to the geopark. However, the issues relating to 
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hobby prospecting for gold can only be decided based on the full information 
provided in a formal application for Global Geopark status.  The sale of 
naturally occurring gold nuggets in museums and shops is another issue that will 
have to be decided. 
 
The issue of the traditional activity of gold panning for tourism purposes 
presents specific challenges.  It will be up to the European Geoparks Network to 
decide whether or not that gold panning is acceptable based on a submission of 
all the relevant information.  
 
  
6. Support for the geopark concept 
 
The concept of a geopark in Lapland ties in with the regional strategy for 
tourism development in Lapland set out by the Finnish Tourist Board.  The 
geopark proposal is supported in principle by the two main local authorities –the 
Municipality of Inari and the Municipality of Sodankyla.  The Municipality of 
Inari is apparently planning to appoint a Geopark Development Officer on a 
fixed term contract who will help to develop the geopark proposal.  
 
The geopark is also supported in principle by the Tankavaara International 
Goldmining Museum and other local tourism providers.  It is also supported by 
central government agencies such as the Geological Survey of Finland and 
Metsahallitus (the Forest and Park Service), which manages the national parks 
and most of the other protected areas of Finland and supplies timber from 
sustainable forests to the forest industry.  
 
Probably, there is sufficient, relevant tourism infrastructure already in place to 
constitute a good and effective geopark provided that is augmented by an 
ongoing development strategy for the geopark.  However, the proposed geopark 
is only at a relatively early planning stage and is not yet functioning as a de facto 
geopark and there is no effective management structure in place. 
 
At present, there is no joint legal agreement or memorandum of understanding 
between the various stakeholder organisations and there are no formal business, 
management or development plans for the geopark.  The eventual name and 
exact area of the proposed geopark have not been finalised or agreed.   
 
An analysis and audit of the geopark listing the geological sites and natural 
history, archaeological, cultural and recreational sites and their existing or 
intended usage for tourism, education, research or other purpose has not yet 
been carried out. An operational committee or steering group has not yet been 
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set up for the geopark and there is no dedicated operational or development 
budget provision for it.  
 
The level of support for the geopark concept from local businesses, communities 
and non-government organisations is not clear at the present time and should be 
determined by public consultation during the planning stages for the geopark.  
 
While none of these points should pose any special problems they will have to 
be addressed before the geopark proposal can be advanced. 
 
 
 
7. Conclusion 
 
In my opinion, the region of the ‘Golden Geopark of Lapland’ has the potential 
to become a Global Geopark due to its internationally and nationally important 
geology, geomorphology, natural history and cultural heritage as well as the 
high quality and relevance of much of the existing tourism infrastructure. 
 
A little more work needs to be done to highlight the bedrock geology, the 
Quaternary drift geology and the geomorphology of the region within the wider 
story of how humans have lived in the Lappish landscape. 
 
At the present time, the suggested geopark is only a concept and the exact area 
and final name of the geopark have not been agreed.  However, it should not 
necessarily take much time and effort to prepare a formal proposal for a geopark 
in Lapland that can be supported by the local people.  
 
The ‘Golden Geopark of Lapland’ region is not currently operating as a de facto 
geopark in all but name and it has no effective management structure. However, 
there does appear to be support for the concept of a geopark and there is the 
potential to establish a strong consortium made up of local government 
authorities, national museums and Metsahallitus (the Forest and Park Service) 
that could take the lead in developing a geopark. 
 
Hopefully, an effective consortium of partners will be formed to develop the 
‘Golden Geopark of Lapland’ project and to submit an application for Global 
Geopark status in due course.  With the right level of investment and 
commitment, to ensure that the necessary work is carried out, it could be 
possible to submit an application for Global Geopark status for the ‘Golden 
Geopark of Lapland’ in 2012 or later if preferred. 
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8. Recommendations 
 
1) The Golden Geopark of Lapland proposal should be developed with the 
intention of submitting an application for Global Geopark status in 2012 or later 
if preferred. 
 
2) A consortium of partner organisations should be formed under a suitable legal 
agreement to develop the ‘Golden Geopark of Lapland’ project and to give an 
effective management structure to the geopark. 
 
3) The final area of the geopark and the official name of the geopark should be 
decided soon. The proposed geopark should achieve the best fit of the 
geological, environmental, cultural and tourism assets of the region with the best 
combination of statutory bodies, non-government organisations (NGO’s), 
communities and the private sector for the benefit of all people in the region. 

 
4) A dedicated Geopark Management Unit should be established to integrate and 
co-ordinate relevant activities so that the suggested ‘Golden Geopark of 
Lapland’ is soon able to function as a de facto geopark in everything but name.  

 
5) Although ‘The Golden Geopark of Lapland’ has some excellent geological 
interpretation, more needs to be done to discuss aspects of the bedrock geology, 
the quaternary drift geology and the geomorphology of the region. 
 
6) Existing education programmes should be expanded with more emphasis 
placed on the wider geology and geomorphology. 
 
7) A Business Plan, a Forward Development Plan, an Operational Plan and a 
Marketing Plan should all be prepared for the suggested geopark. 
 
8) An audit of existing sites and trails should be carried out to identify areas 
where improvements are needed to existing facilities and to identify 
opportunities where new ones could be provided. 
 
9) The sale of imported geological material must stop before any facility can be 
linked to the geopark.  The specific issue of the sale and removal of gold as a 
traditional economic activity should be decided by the European Geoparks 
Network where relevant. 
 
10) Information events should be held to ensure that local stakeholders   
and local residents understand the geopark proposal, to make them aware of the 
potential benefits and business opportunities created by geopark status and to 
gain their support for the geopark project. 
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Report prepared by: 
 
Mr. Richard Watson                                           
 
on behalf of the European Geoparks Network. 
 
7th July 2011 
 
 
Address: 
Mr. Richard Watson, 
Marble Arch Caves Global Geopark, 
Marlbank, 
Florencecourt, 
County Fermanagh, 
Northern Ireland BT92 1EW. 
 
richard.watson@fermanagh.gov.uk 
 
Telephone: 0044 28 66 348855       Fax: 0044 28 66 348928 
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Appendix 1 
 

Advisory Visit Programme 
 
 
Mr. Watson was accompanied by Mr. Kauko Launenon throughout the 
programme. 
 
14th June 2011 
 
Tankavaara International Gold Mining Museum: 
      Mr. Kauko Launonen, Project Manager 
      Mrs. Ikeri Syrjanen, Researcher, Goldmuseum Foundation 
      Mrs. Heli Heinaaho, Museum Director 
 
Urho Kekkonen National Park visitor centre and museum: 
      Mrs. Tiina Aikio, Chief Ranger 
 
Saariselka Tourist Centre 
 
15th June 2011 
 
Ivalojoki River gold heritage trail: 
      Mr. Kauko Launonen 
      Mr. Matti Kolho, Photographer 
 
Kuttura - starting point 
Ruikanmukka – old gold diggings 
Kultala – former centre of government offices for the gold area 
Sotajoki River – old gold workings 
Vaskissuvanto – restored former gold dredge 
Ritakoski – former gold village 
Nukkamukka – statue of the first gold discovery 1868 
Tolonen – finish point 
 
Tankavaara International Gold Mining Museum discussion meeting with: 
 
     Mr. Kauko Launonen 
     Mrs. Inkeri Syrjanen 
     Mr. Matti Kolho 
     Mr. Seppo Partanen, historian and author of gold mining books 
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16th June 2011 
 
Meeting with Mrs. Eija Ojanlatva, Archaeologist and Project Director,  
Sami Cultural Project. 
 
Visit to indoor and outdoor exhibitions at the Museum of Sami Culture, Inari. 
 
Tankavaara International Gold Mining Museum - opening of the new exhibition. 
 
Discussion with Mr. Kauko Nurmela, Sodankyla Municipality.  
 
Unaccompanied visit by Mr. Watson to trails and field interpretation sites in the 
Urho Kekkonen National Park. 
 
 
17th June 2011 
 
Return to Rovaniemi Airport. 
 
Meeting with Mr. Pertti Tikkanen, Metsahallitus (Forest and Park Service). 
 
 
 
□□□ 
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7. GEOLOGICAL MAPS
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8. NEWSLETTER



The Geopark project moves 
ahead in North Lapland
After a busy summer, a congress of the world's Geoparks in 
Canada is scheduled followed by preparations for the membership 
application to the Geopark network.
The past summer was a busy one for the Golden Geopark of Lapland project because the geological sites and 
other sites connected with the gold theme are most clearly visible during the period when there is no snow on the 
ground. To visit some of the sites only a short walk is necessary, while others require a whole day's hiking, or even 
an overnight stay en route.

The geological sites must be carefully mapped for the Geopark network application and there must be a picture 
available for each of the sites, together with a map of the site and other necessary information, such as how the site 
can be reached. Some of the material has been ready and available for use in the archives of the Tankavaara Gold 
Prospector Museum, the Metsähallitus forest authority, the Sami Museum Siida, the Geological Survey of Finland 
and the Inari-Saariselkä Matkailu Oy travel company, while the rest of the material was obtained over the past 
summer.

"Bear"-Korhonen's library, also known as the Jäkäläpää Cultural Centre, is on top of the Jäkäläpää Fell.

Newsletter AUGUST 2014,  
Golden Geopark of Lapland project
Newsletters are originally published in Finnish.
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An important input for the gathering of information and for the mapping of the sites was made by Peter Johansson 
from the Geological Survey of Finland, by Hanna Mattila and others from the Tankavaara Gold Prospector 
Museum, by Antti Peronius from the Gold Prospectors' Association of Finnish Lapland and by photographer Jouni 
Männistö. Important information about the sites and their use in connection with hiking was also gathered from the 
Metsähallitus, the Inari-Saariselkä Travel Company and from entrepreneurs within the region.

The Geopark network and the role of UNESCO

In September, all the Geoparks the world over, both the existing ones and those applying for the status, will meet 
at the Geopark conference to be held in Canada. The conference is arranged every year and those applying 
for Geopark status have the chance of introducing themselves both to the network and to the representatives 
of UNESCO. Three people are going to Canada to represent the Golden Geopark: the Inari Business Director 
Janne Seurujärvi, Specialist Peter Johansson from the Geological Survey of Finland and the Project Manager 
of the Golden Geopark of Finland Venla Karkola. Two 15 minute addresses for the meeting have been scheduled 
beforehand, and they will be Peter's presentation on the cultural aspects of the Geopark geological sites and the 
Project Manager's presentation on the Golden Geopark and the situation with the project.  The plan is to have as 
much visibility for the Golden Geopark plans as possible and to make the matter known within the network, thus 
making it easier to handle the membership application next year. English language brochures and pocket maps have 
been printed for the conference. 

Like all organisations, this one is also made up of people, and it is important to influence them at a personal level. 
Even if the area is spectacular and the geology is unique, it is impossible to join the network if you are not prepared 
to present your case at international forums and to take part in the activities of the network. The Geopark network 
selects its members and this is why it is important to make an influence at conferences and to create networks. 
The conferences are also places to meet the representatives of the other Geoparks and to hear their experiences 
of setting up and running geoparks. Of course, also a visit to an existing Geopark, in this case the Stonehammer 
Geopark in Canada, is important and provides tools for developing the Golden Geopark.

The role of UNESCO within the Geopark network is probably going to grow during the next few years. At the 
moment, the Geopark network operates under the auspices of UNESCO and UNESCO is supposed to take a more 
important role in the network, e.g. in the administration, already this year. This would mean that UNESCO’S well-
known brand would be more visible, which would be a good thing all round. UNESCO World Heritage Sites are a 
well-known concept for everyone, and if the role of UNESCO becomes stronger, the Geopark network will take a 
step towards a similar status.

The Ravadasköngäs waterfall of the Lemmenjoki river is a unique nature site even internationally.
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The past and the present meet at the Pihlajamäki excavation site.

Businesses to take part in the partnership network

The Geopark concept has been welcomed by the businesses within the region. Most see it as another marketing 
channel which will bring more tourists interested in the nature, gold and geology of the region. Some of the sites 
of the Geopark are already established destinations for programme service companies and the range of sites will 
become wider with the Geopark. In the future, the Geopark will help businesses and nature tourists find each other, 
provide scientific geological information about the sites and supply materials for the businesses. In the future, the 
Golden Geopark will also offer Geopark guide training for businesses.

The most important factor for all the Geoparks are the local stakeholders who, for instance, run their own 
businesses and thus create the content for the activities of the Geopark. A network of partners is also being created 
at the Golden Geopark, as is the case with the existing Geoparks. The planned partners include at least most 
of the stakeholders in the guidance group of the existing project: the Tankavaara Gold Prospector Museum, the 
Geological Survey of Finland, the Gold Prospectors' Association of Finnish Lapland, the travel organiser Inari-
Saariselkä Matkailu Oy, the Sami Museum Siida, as well as businesses belonging to the Entrepreneurs of Inari 
and other businesses who feel that they fit the Geopark theme. Suitable partners include the companies which 
provide programme services, lodging and restaurant services. Of course, also artisans or other entrepreneurs could 
be included, and other actors besides businesses are welcome to join in, such as, for instance, schools, village 
associations etc. The Management Team of the future Geopark will include the financiers of the Geopark, i.e. the 
financing municipalities, together with Metsähallitus.

All those interested will be provided with information about the geological sites of the area and also about how 
they can be reached, about the possibilities for lodging and about restaurants and possible programme providers 
who can arrange trips to the sites. The plan is for each site to be accessible on one's own, if one has the proper 
equipment and has enough experience about travelling in the wild. If travelling in the wild independently does not 
interest the tourist, or there is not enough time for it, most of the sites can also be reached with the help of the 
businesses providing arranged tours.
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The Lemmenjoki Gold Trail

At the end of July, we took off to try out the Gold Trail together with Antti Peronius from the Gold Prospectors' 
Association and photographer Jouni Männistö, accompanied by a few people to make the pictures look more 
realistic. The Gold Trail will be located in the Lemmenjoki river area as a part of the Golden Geopark of Lapland. 
The idea of the Gold Trail has been a project of Metsähallitus, the Tankavaara Gold Prospector Museum and the 
Gold Prospectors' Association already for several years, and about one year ago the plan was again activated. 
Lemmenjoki has been much publicised in connection with the new Finnish Mining Act, according to which 
mechanical mining must end at Lemmenjoki by 2020. The parties who nourish the tradition of gold prospecting came 
up with the idea to make the past and present of gold prospecting more well known by putting up the Gold Trail 
at the well-known prospecting areas of River Lemmenjoki. A part of it would be the already existing Metsähallitus 
hiking trail, which has been marked into the landscape, and also new areas would be included, together with new 
information signs describing the gold history of the region and about gold prospecting today. There have been talks 
about a common project with the future Geopark.

As a matter of fact, there are a lot of interesting things to see along the route and even the starting and end points 
are splendid historical sites as such. There is a scheduled boat traffic from Njurgalahti to Ravadasköngäs and the 
Gold Harbour twice a day and a boat may also be hired at all times. We took the route starting from the end as it 
would be, from Ravadasköngäs, in order to avoid Shortness of Breath Hill and save energy for later climbs which 
would follow. The entire route runs along rather high ground and some of it is on bare fell landscape.

The first site of the trip, Ravadasköngäs, is a magnificient place. The even internationally unique 7-metre waterfall 
and the canyon uphill with smaller rapids is a majestic entirety, which was created by the melting waters during the 
ice age. Along the edges of the canyon are complete and partial potholes, which were carved by stones brought 
there by the melting waters. With only a mobile phone camera it is impossible to catch the entire scene, but luckily 
the Geopark photographer Jouni is with us with the equipment and skills to photograph Ravadasköngäs.
For those interested in the gold theme there are sights such as the claim of the famous gold digger Yrjö "Bear" 
Korhonen where his nephew Jouko Korhonen still looks for gold. Along the trail is also Bear Korhonen's library (also 
known as the Jäkäläpää Cultural Centre), which is a very pleasant place; a small red cabin on top of the Jäkäläpää 
fell, next to the Jäkäläpää airstrip. The most endearing thing is that it is an active library and exposition place where 
gold diggers and passing tourists may borrow books - or leave their own books.

When we continue our trip further along the Jäkäläpää slopes we can see here and there channels left by the ice 
age, visible as rows of higher ground in the landscape. The channels tell us about the melting process of the ice; 
each row was formed during one year when the spring melting waters formed the channels. The latest ice age was 
around 10,000 years ago and the traces can still be seen unless the undergrowth doesn't cover them up too much.

The gold theme is continued as we go further along the trail by the river and through the Messi "slum", which 
includes a few very tidy cabins and traces of prospecting. It is the prospectors' duty to landscape the claims where 
work is no longer done, which means that almost no traces are left of the old claims. The idea of the Gold Trail is to 
tell future generations also about how gold was sought for in the beginning of this millennium. Pihlajamäki is planned 
to be such a place, an old shop milieu is found there, together with traces of modern mechanical excavating without 
any landscaping.

Before the end point of our trip, the Kultahamina harbour, we still make a small detour to the first spot where gold 
was found at Lemmenjoki. The place is at a beautiful river bend moulded by the nature. A few prospectors dig for 
gold there with only spades as their tools.
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